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MONDAY
NEWS IN BRIEF
WORLI)
Tod or
SOFIA, Bulgaria
Zhivkov, a hardline Communist
who ruled this Balkan nation for
35 years, today became the first
ousted Soviet bloc leader to go
on public trial The former
Communist Party chief is
charged with misappropriating
about $4 million in funds and
allowing top Communist officials to buy apartments, cars and
weekend houses at what the
state news agency BTA termed
giveaway prices.

STATE
LOUISVILLE, Ky. - The
Lnivcr,ity of Louisville has
shipped about $2 million worth
of equipment to set broken
bones to U.S. military in the
Pepian Gulf.

SPORTS
Led by
SARASOTA, Fla.
Charles Coody's course record
63, the United States won five
of eight matches Sunday to beat
the International team for the
fourth consecutive year in the
Senior Tour's Chrysler Cup.

BUSINESS
W ASHING TON -- First
Chicago Corp. has revoked
thousands of credit cards held
by residents of New England
and other northeastern states as
part of a credit review of the
economically weak region.

FORECAST
Partly cloudy tonight. Colder
with lows around 20. Northwest
wind 5 to 10 mph. Partly sunny
and cold Tuesday. Highs 35 to
40.

LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
357.4, +0.2 below 336.6, +0.5
Barkley Lake
357.7, +0.3 below 339.5, +0.1
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Subscribers who have not
received their home-delkered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. on Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30
and 6 p.m. Monday through
Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m.
Saturday. Regular office hours
are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday and 8 a.m. to
12 noon Saturday.
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Marines plow through minefields
to reach the edge of Kuwait City
By DENIS D. GRAY
Associat•d Prose Writer
WITH U.S. MARINES
ADVANCING INTO KUWAIT —
Some U.S. Marines reached the
outskirts of Kuwait City after two
of their divisions surged into the
occupied emirate through minesown defensive barriers.
In an assault Sunday that was
apparently the hugest Marine operation since World War II, two Marine divisions based along Kuwait's
southernmost border with Saudi
Arabia wrecked an Iraqi division
and took 4,7(K) prisoners.

"Things are going very well,"
said Cal. John Stennick, chief of
staff for the 1st Marine Division.
"We thought we'd have to fight
harder to get this far. The best
news is that so few of our people
have gotten hurt."
Initial reports from officers said
three men from the 1st Division
and 2nd Marine Division were 'confirmed killed in the assault. The
2nd reported one man killed and
eight wounded; the 1st reported
two dead and nine wounded. A
pilot was missing after his plane
crashed.
A division has 6,((X) to 15.000

Legislators comment on
1991 special session
By MARK COOPER
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer
Most lawmakers agree that Kentucky General Assembly's special
session was too lengthly and
uncoordinated but most also feel it
was worth the wait.
"It was difficult at best," according to Benton's Rep. Richard Lewis. who attacked Gov. Wallace
Wilkinson for waiting until the last
minute to introduce his agenda.
"We would have finished quicker if he had given us the bills in
time to study them," Lewis said.
Lewis and at least one other local lawmakers expressed mixed feelings Monday over two of the main
accomplishments of the session: a
tougher drunk driving law and a
plan for state-wide solid waste
control.
On the solid waste managemtent
.plan, Murray's Rep. Freed Curd
said he was "not that enthused
about it," adding that it doesn't
include mandatory county-wide
pickup.
Curd said, however, that the plan

will continued to be studied and
will come up again during the 1992
General Asstnbly, when amendments to the bill which were
defeated this year —. including
mandatory pickup -- will be
reintroduced.
Lewis said he didn't vote for the
garbage bill because it forces Kentuckians toward the "least economical option" of dealing with solid
waste: landfills.
Recycling, composting and other
measures should have been looked
at and considered more closely
before the Assembly decided to
move toward landfills, Lewis said.
Lewis, however, said he was
more pleased with what the
Assembly did with the DUI law.
Lewis co-sponsored the bill with
Rep. Bill Leer.
One of the jewels of the measure
is increased mandatory treatment
for offenders, Lewis said. First
offenders will be forced to attend
90 days of drug treatment and up to
a year for second and third offcn(Cont'd on page 2)

men.
Iraqi casualties were not known,
but Lt. Col. Jan Iluly, 2nd Division
spokesman, said the front-line Iraqi
division the 2nd Marines faced as
they broke through the defensive
barriers "doesn't exist any more."
Wearing full chemical protection
outfits --- which include a suit, gas
masks, boots and gloves --- and
moving behind tanks and plows.
the Marines pushed through walls
of sand, trenches, barbed wire and
minefields as deep as 6(10 yards.
The way was prepared for the
Marine advance on Friday by other
foot soldiers who established six
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Home, Lawn and Garden

Area residents flocked to Murray State 1 niversity's Livestock Show and Exposition Center this weekend
to see exhibits in the Home, Lawn and Garden Show sponsored by radio station WSJP-VvBI.N. The show
wares. An estimated 3.000
featured exhibitsky area businesses which displaved
., • their home improvement
attended the three-day show.

Officials meet to formalize end to Warsaw Pact
BUDAPEST, Hungary (AP)
Foreign and defense ministers of
the once mighty Warsaw Pact met
today to formalize the end of the
alliance's defunct military functions by March 31.
The officials from the six Pact
nations — the Soviet Union,
Poland, Hungary, Czechoslovakia.
Bulgaria and Romania — were

mecung at a hotel on the banks of
the river Danube.
As he entered the meeting hall,
Czechoslovak Defense Minister
Lubos Dobrovsky, said: "a new era
is beginning."
During the one-day talks, officials are to sign documents formalizing the end of 35 years of military cooperation. sealing Eastern

Europe's break with Soviet
domination.
In the process, they could reveal
some of history's best-kept secrets:
the unpublished accords that kept
their countries bound in a powerful
pact.
Warsaw Pact troops never
attacked their Cold War enemies in
NATO. But they intervened in

Analyst says 101st Division's role
in Gulf War could be slim, but risky
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
The 101st Airborne Division from
Fort Campbell, Ky., could play a
very risky role in the Persian Gulf
War's ground battle, a military
research analyst says.
Ervin Massinga, an analyst in the
political military department of the
Center for Strategic and International Studies in Washington D.C.,
said the troops will likely work to
destroy Iraq's front line support
system.
The division's role could include
"killing officers, destroying command bunkers and destroying artillery," Massinga said.
But that action is dangerous for
the 101st, which has very light
weaponry, while the Iraqis have an
estimated 5,000 tanks in the region,

he said.
"Basically, these guys don't
have the weapons, and it's a very
heavy weapons-rich environment,"
Massinga said.
Denney said the ground war will
mean tanks against tanks, giving
the division's AH-64 Apache helicopters targets for their anti-tank
missiles.
Air Assault, a U.S. Army publication, describes the Army's only
air assault division as well suited
for screen and delay operations.
rear area security and attacks in the
enemy's rear areas.
The division's UH-60 Blackhawk helicopters could be used to
drop troops behind the beaches
south of Kuwait City in Kuwait,
Massinpa cliri Thai wrIiiki 1311%,

landing Marines time to bring
heavy equipment to the shore.
That type of action would be
"very risky and have the potential
for shedding a lot of blood in the
101st," he said.
"You don't want to put those
guys in the heart of where a huge
number of Iraqi mobile reserves
arc," Massinga said. "You
wouldn't want to take the risk of
!caving the air assault brigade
behind the enemy lines for more
than 12 to 24 hours."
The 101st Airborne Division has
19,000 troops in the gulf and
earned the Air Assault designation
in 1974.
The division was created Aug.
nn

neer&
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Budapest in 1956 and Prague in
1968 to crush Hungarian and Czechoslovak anti-Communist
uprisings.
Experts meeting Sunday agreed
to end any military cooperation by
March 31, as Soviet President Mikhail S. Gorbachev had suggested to
East European leaders earlier this
month.
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Old Man Winter
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Murray's Court Square was dusted with snow in this morning's
recurrence of old man winter. Light snow is expected to continue
throughout today with no accumulation, temperatures will remain in
the 30's today with the low tonight drooping to around 25 degrees.
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Warsaw Pact...

Country singer Webb Pierce dead at 65
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
Webb Pierce, the flamboyant, highpitched singer who carried songs
such as "In the Jailhouse Now" to
the top of the country music charts.
has died at age 65.
Pierce died at his home Sunday
morning, apparently of congestive
heart failure due to other illnesses,
family spokesman Max Powell
said. The singer had suffered from
pancreatic cancer
He dominated country music in
the 1950s and early 1960s. Cash
Box Magazine. a music industry
weekly. named him the top male
vocalist In every year from 1952 to

Coupon

-_ imp am

r

1956 and again from 196) to 1963.
"In the Jailhouse Now" was a
hit in 1955. one of 50 songs Pierce
carried into the top 10 of the country music charts. Other hits
included "Love Love Love," "I
Don't Care." "Teenage Boogie."
"Tupelo County Jail" and "Bye
Bye Love," later a hit by the EverBrothers.
"I always tried to sing what the
people wanted and give them an
emotional outlet." he said in a
1978 interview. "I was different
Everyone else sang on an even keel
and I sang way up there on a high
pitch.
II
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Country Crossroads
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"John Denver copied my style to
the 'T.' When his first record carne
out, everybody told me they liked
'my* record. He sounds just like
Pierce was a finalist for the
Country Music Hall of Fame in
1990, but the honor went to Tennessee Ernie Ford instead.
The singer, who cultivated a
reputation as country music's P.T
Barnum, promoted himself in the
early 1960s by driving a car decorated inside and out with some
1,000 silver dollars.
In the early 1970s, he built a
S75,000 guitar-shaped swimming
pool at his home it attracted so
many tounsts that neighbors got a
court order barring them.
A native of Monroe, La., Pierce
left a job as manager of a men's
furnishings department with Scars,
Roebuck and Co. to pursue a music
arecr.
Pierce sang on the Louisiana
Hayride and the Grand Ole Opry,
:wo live country music shows. He
was involved in a variety of business interests. including radio stations and a music publishing
company.
He had been in semi-retirement
for several years.

Two remain hospitalized
after tanker explosion
kills co-worker Saturday

Stone-Lapg Hearing kg Center is pieased to announce that Vick
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Read the want ads daily

Two Marshall County men
remain hospitalized after a railroad
tanker car they were cleaning
exploded Saturday, killing a coworker, according to a published
report.
Shannon D. Cross, 24, of Calvert
City, was pronounced dead after he
was killed as he was cleaning the
inside of a tanker car at Rail Service Inc., at 2nd Avenue and Rail
Service Road in Calvert Cit!,.
according to the report.
The explosion also injured James
Riley, 50. of Benton, who was
standing on top of the car when it
exploded, according to the report.
Another Rail Services worker,
Michael S. Hen, 43, of Calvert
City. was overcome by fumes as he
attempted to rescue Cross, the
report said.
Both Hen and Riley were listed
in satisfactory condition at hospitals Sunday, according to the
report An autopsy is set for today
to determine the cause of Cross's
death.
An electric pump which was
being used to clean the tanker is
suspected to have caused the explosion. according to the report.

Generator, TV
reportedly taken
The Murray Police Department
:s investigating a burglary sometime last week of items owned by
Ronald W. White, of Rt. 1, Almo,
from a Murray storage building,
•
according to a report.
Reported taken were a Honda
enerator and a Mitsubishi color
television ;stolen from Northwood
Storage Buildings on Hillwood
Drive, police said.
The burglary occurred sometime
between Feb. 14 and 22, police
said.

(Coned from page 1)
By agreeing to scrap the Pact's
military structures, the Soviets
bowed to increasing pressure from
East Europeans, who feared their
still fragile democracies are
threatened by a conservative backlash in the Kremlin.
The Soviets had stalled on dissolving any Pact structures last
November, postponing a summit
scheduled then in Budapest and
refusing to set a new date for any
meeting.
Although the military aspects of
the Warsaw Pact will disappear.
Moscow has not yet agreed to ditch
the group as a political alliance.
But Czechoslovakia has invited
top Pact politicians to Prague July
1 to discuss ending even political
tics, Kormendi said. Hungary,
Poland and Bulgaria have backed
the move, he said.
When the Pact was formed in
May 1955, it had two other members besides the current six
Albania and East Germany.
Albania. pursuing a tough Stalinist line and isolationist course,
broke with the Soviets in the early
1960s and quit the Pact on Sept.
13, 1968 to protest the alliance's
crushing of democratic reforms in
Czechoslovakia.
East Germany ceased to exist
last October, when it reunited with
West Germany.
For decades, the Warsaw Pact
and NATO faced off in Europe
with their mighty arsenals.
But revolutions throughout Eastern Europe in late 1989 overturned
Communist rule there and essentially ended any chance those
nations would act in concert with
the Soviets.
"The Warsaw Pact is now a
piece of fiction," Hungary's
Andras Hegedues, the last surviving premier to have signed the
Pact, said late last year. "The military command no longer has an
army at its disposal.... It's a group
of generals without soldiers.''

Questions, answers on
groOnd war's first day
By PETE YOST

Marines plow...
(Cont'd from page 1)
the allied ground war. The 2nd
2
/
Marine started its attack about 11
hours later, under an unexpected
downpour.
Before sunset Marine units were
still pouring through.
Huly said three Marine tanks •
each with a crew of four — were
damaged or destroyed. One Marine
AV -8B Harrier crashed at night
and the pilot was missing. Boomer
said.

(Cont'd from page 1)
15, 1942, and called the "Screaming Eagles." Troops from the 101st
were among the first troops
involved in the Normandy invasion
in World War II, and the division
has since seen action in Vietnam.
Both Denney and Massinga predict a short-lived ground war, possibly lasting about 45 days.
"The Iraqis can inflict a lot of
casualties on the United States, but
they can't stop us," Massinga said.

Read the
want ads daily

Lite, Major Medical, Annuities,
Medicare Supplement, Nursing
Home, Home Health Care.

407 Maple

WASHINGTON — Here are some questions and answers about the
progress of the Persian Gulf ground war on the first day.
Q What has happened so far?
A. The huge Desert Storm offensive struck along a 300-mile front. Led
by hundreds of tanks, the troops from 11 nations raced across the desert
battlefield.
Q. Arc the allies moving into Iraq?
A. Yes. A fleet of 300 helicopters from the Army's 101st Airborne
Division, some piloted by women, streaked more than 50 miles into Iraq.
Officers called it the largest helicopter assault in military history. French
forces surged into southern Iraq and captured at least 1,000 prisoners.
Q. Where are the U.S. Marines?
A. In Kuwait, where they surged through mine-sown defensive barriers,
wrecking an Iraqi division and taking 4,700 prisoners. Some units reached
the outskirts of Kuwait City.
Q. Have. Marines on ships made an amphibious landing?
A. Not yet. The Marines rushed tank-fighting vehicles and other equipment ashore to bolster land forces. Rear Adm. John B. LaPlante, commander of the amphibious group, said he did not expect assault orders "in the
near term" but said any unexpected developments on land could change
that instantly..
Q. What's the Navy's role?
A. From the gulf, the battleships USS Wisconsin and USS Missouri
opened fire with their I6-inch guns, softening up Iraqi coastal positions
for the ground troops.
Q. Is Saddam Hussein still trying to drag Israel into the war in an
attempt to split the allied coalition?
A. Apparently. A 38th Scud landed in southern Israel early today. Israel
remained on a war footing and the army renewed a curfew on Palestinians
in occupied territories, where pro-Iraqi sentiment runs strong. Prime
Minister Yitzhak Shamir praised the allied ground attack and said he
doubted that Israel would get involved in the Gulf War.
Q. What's in store for the allied troops?
A. The deciding showdown in the battle for Kuwait is still days away,
when allied forces engage major units of the Republican Guard. A senior
U.S. military source said street fighting in Kuwait City might take days if
allied units meet stiff resistance.
Q. Has Iraq used its chemical weapons?
A. Yes, on a tiny scale. One officer said some Marines encountered
chemical gas. apparently from mines. The Iraqis have sown an estimated
500,000 mines in southern Kuwait, and some were believed to include
chemical agents. Iraqi forces appeared to be using only conventional
explosives in their artillery shells.
Q. How long will the warclast?
A. No one knows. The White House is holding out hope for a quick end
to the ground war and said President Bush is "quite gratified" at initial
success in the operation.
Q. Will the U.S. go beyond getting Iraqi forces out of Kuwait?
A. It appears that it is preparing to. The military objective is no less
than to strip Iraq to the point of having "no military capability" beyond
what was needed for its own defense, said national security adviser Brent
Scowcroft. There won't be "any sanctuary" given to troops retreating
home to Baghdad, said Defense Secretary Dick Cheney.
Q. Will the U.S. try to get rid of Saddam Hussein?
A. The administration is encouraging the notion that Iraq will get better
treatment from the allies if Saddam goes. Postwar stripping of Iraq might
not have to be so thorough if he were out of the way, said Secretary of
State James Baker III.
Q. What's the mood in Baghdad?
A. Some Iraqis felt that they had been betrayed by other Arabs and
abandoned by the rest of the world. Some expressed bitterness that Iraq
was again at war, and some spoke of the need for political change. Still
others said they were confident Iraq would win the war.

Eight allied troops are reported
killed in first day of invasion

101st Division...
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minimum, military officials have
said.
In the early stages of the offensive by thousands of allied soldiers,
Army units reported no deaths
while Marine divisions reported
some deaths and injuries as they
punched northward into Kuwait
along two fronts.
In media pool reports from the
field, the 2nd Marine Division said
one Marine was killed and eight
wounded as the unit took at least
1,500 Iraqis prisoner in its drive up
the coast toward Kuwait City.
Farther west, the 1st Marine
Division reported two Marines
killed, nine wounded and more
than 3,200 Iraqis captured.

Legislators...
(Cont'd from page 1)
dens. The old law mandated only
nine hours of treatment.
The biggest prize from the session may have been a measure
which will keep the state health
insurance plan for senior citizens in
the black, according to Curd.
The Assembly avoided going
537 million in the hole in revenue
with the passage of a resolution
that will tax medical facilities and
professionals to help pay for the
plan and to provide funding for
those who are not 1A-income but
do not make enough money to
qualify for help under the plan.
Rep. Greg Higdon was out of
state and unavailable for comment.
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RIYADH, Saudi Arabia (AP) —
Four Americans and four members
of other allied forces were killed in
action in the first day of the overland offensive to seize Kuwait,
U.S. military sources said today.
The Iraqis claimed to have
repulsed the allied attack, inflicting
high casualties.
Neither side in the Persian. Gulf
War has given any count or estimate of Iraqis killed or wounded in
the allied ground assault to recapture Kuwait from Iraq. An Iraqi
official said earlier this month that
more than 20,000 Iraqis have been
killed and 60,000 wounded, but did
not specify whether it meant military or civilian casualties.
With war deaths prior to Sunday's escalation, the number of
allied soldiers killed in combat
would be 51, including 28 Americans, and 51 missing, ineluding 30
Americans.
U.S. casualties in the new assault
had been described by Gen. H.
Norman Schwarzkopf in a briefing
on Sunday as "remarkably light"
for the size of the force involved.
He did not say exactly how many
troops had been killed or injured,
however.
The U.S. military sources reporting the eight deaths said they could
not provide up-to-date figures on
the number of Americans and other
allied troops wounded, but said
injuries, too, were "very low"
considering the forces involved.
The military sources spoke on condition of anonymity.
A key part of the strategy in
planning for the invasion of Kuwait
was to keep allied casualties to a
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Smokers more likely to suffer deadly form of stroke, researchers say
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Miss Kansas named Miss USA

barriers,
its reached

WICHITA. Kan. (AP) — For just the
second time in 40 years of competition,
the Mi.% USA crown went to a home state
favorite, college student and aerobics instructor Kell1 McCarty.
McCarty, 21, of Liberal in southern
Kansas, delighted the partisan crowd
when she rolled her eyes in disbelief before taking her Miss USA 1991 coronation walk here Friday night. "This is the
most unbelievable night of my life." said
McCarty, a communications major at
Wichita State University. "I feel fabulous.
What I'd like to do now is wipe all these
tears of joy off my cheeks." McCarty will
represent the United States in the Miss
Universe pageant in May.
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By Peter H. Gott, M
DEAR DR GOTT I have obstructive lung disease and am considering
having fiberglass insulation blown
into the attic-of my house Could this
be hazardous to me"'
DEAR READER (7hronic obstructive lung disease, often referred to as
emphysema. is marked by blockage
of the breathing passages with ballooning of pulmonary tissuP if rom
stale air and shortness-of-breath Obstructive lung disease is often associated with asthma and is frequently
the end result of chronic bronchitis or
exposure to pulmonary'irritants, such
as smoke, smog and industrial
pollutants
Because further exposure to lung
irritants will worsen emphysema.
these patients must avoid breathing
contaminated air Therefore, doctors
usually recommend that patients stop
smoking, stay clear of dusty environments and remain indoors when outside air quality is poor
In my experience, most fiberglass
insulation is installed as mats between the joists in the attic, therefore,
there is virtually no chance of air pollution with this method and you would
be safe to use it.
However, when insulation is blown
in, particulate matter can remain suspended in the air for hours If you

.er
Lacy

753-4175
.5:30

like a copy should send $1.25 with
their names and addresses to PO. Box
91369, Cleveland, OH 44101-3369. Be
sure to mention the title.
DEAR DR GOTT My 73-year-old
husband has severe cramps across his
hands as often as every other day as
well as muscle cramps across his upper abdomen. He was a semi-pro athlete in his younger years and is having
difficulty coping with this disruptive
condition
DEAR READER. When muscles
are deprived of oxygen or vital minerals, such as potassium, they often
forcefully contract, leading to painful
spasms. Therefore, muscle cramps
are a common manifestation of poor
circulation and mineral deficiency. In
my opinion, your husband should have
an examination and testing by his
doctor
The physician should be able to
identify the cause of the cramping
and suggest treatment. For example,
if your husband is taking certain diur,
'etics. such as Lasix and thiazide drugs
(which deplete body potassium), supplemental potassium in pill or liquid
form may relieve his symptoms. Also.
blocked circulation can sometimes be
aided by medicine, such as Trental
ipentoxifylline)

IY91 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE .A.S.SN

DR. GOTT

were to breathe in this dust, you
might have increased difficulty
breathing Hence, if you choose to
have insulation blown in, stay out of
the house for a day or so and make
sure, before returning, that the material has settled
Fiberglass is potentially harmful
for healthy people, as well as for emphysema patients, because microscopic pieces of the material can
break off and penetrate tissue, such
as skin and bronchial passages. The fiberglass is not biodegradable and
may cause chronic respiratory
inflammation.
I suggest you ask your doctor about
this. Describe the method of installation and let the physician, who is familiar with your lung affliction, decide if it would be hazardous to your
health.
To give you more information. I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report "Living With Chronic Lung
Disease." Other readers who would
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been made on the tobacco auetini.
floors this year, according
the
report
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Dark Fired tobacco sales for the
week ending Feb. 22 reached
699,488 lbs. in Murray and Mayfield auction floors, according to a
report.
The average price over the week
at Murray floors ha an average of
$189 per hundred pounds. Mayfield's averaged $180 per hundred.
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smoking as a possible risk factor
for strokes, but the link has not yet
been shown as clearly as the link
between smoking and heart disease,
researchers said.

For car, home, busine arid Unity
quailry
insurance protection designed to meet your
specific needs Plus attractively low premiums
and closeby independent agency service

Viagge

Opens 4 p.m. Hwy. 641N

He said that more than 8,000,
such strokes could be prevented
each year in the United States with
the elimination of smoking.
Several studies have identified
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ANIMAL

Watch for
Murray Supply/
Wholesale
Electric

high within three hours of smoking
a cigarette, and then it falls off gradually. But smokers continue to
have a higher risk of this kind of
stroke even years after they give up
cigarettes, he said.
"If you stop smoking now
you're looking at a 10-year period
of time until your risk is what it is
in someone who's never smoked,"
said Longstrclh, a neurologist at
the University of Washington in
Seattle.
His findings were based on study
of 149 stroke victims and 149 people of similar backgrounds who
had not had strokes. He concluded
that smoking is responsible for
about 38 percent of all subarachnoid hemorrhages

sits, called plaques, was directly
related to how much people
smoked.
"Heavy smokers, have much
more plaque in their carotid arteries than non-smokers," Dempsey
said.
Diabetes and high blood pressure
were also linked to the formation
of plaques, but smoking was a greater risk factor than either of those,
he said.
The other study said those who
smoked more than a pack a day had
up to 11 times the risk of subarachnoid hemorrhages, which make up
7 percent of the 500-,0(X) strokes
suffered by Americans each year.
Dr. Will Longstreth, the Itudy's
author, said the risk is especially

Lung irritants
worsen emphysema

444

vice,
allow."

Dr. Robert Dempsey, a neurosurgeon at the University of Kentucky
in Lexington, said researchers
studying strokes used a special
ultrasound scanner to determine the
thickness of waxy deposits building
up inside the carotid artery, one of
the principal suppliers of blood to
the brain.
These deposits can ultimately
diminish or block blood flow to
parts of the brain, causing strokes.
In examining 790 patients,
Dempsey said researchers discovered that the thickness of the depo-

SAN FRANCISCO (AP)
Smokers who go through a pack of
cigarettes a day or less have four
times the chance of non-smokers of
suffering a highly deadly form of
stroke called subarachnoid hemorrhage, according to a new survey.
Researchers also found that a
50-year-old who smokes two packs
of cigarettes a day has artery damage comparable to a light smoker
10 years older. The studies were
discussed Saturday at the American
Heart Association's annual meeting
on strokes
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Guest Editorial

Where has this
nation failed its people
By Steve Bow
President and CEO
Blue Cross & Blue Shield of Kentucky
N. here has this nation failed its people in the fulfillment of a basic and
undeniable human need?
The answer is in controlling the cost of health care.
This is the simple part. More difficult and perplexing is finding a solution
to what has beeorne an increasingly complex and often contradictory issue
hearing on every man, woman and child in America.
If our health care dilemma ever is to be solved. the sacrifice will be broadased indeed. Improving the financial structure demands the positive
attention of physicians. hospitals, insurance companies, pharmaceuticals,
medical technology and equipment manufacturers, nurses and technicians,
government agencies and others.
.merous factors influence the expense of health care delivery -- from
purchases such as bedding and utilities to the question of how far to go
extending services .for medical cases-requiring heroic measures.
B.: another element in this equation is equally important. Consumers
more Influence on rate increases than they realize. For example.
2rt.t!,:z.it:or of facilities and inadequate personal attention to wellness put
• 7-7710.; strair-s on the entire system
improved technology, scientific advancements and better training all
e.m r. .d more dollars. The aging of Amenca is a major contributor to
expense Of all people to reach the age of 65 since the beginning
alive today. In just 10 years. 16 percent of our population
he 65 c7
In that context,consider the fact that 60 percent of one's
• .-e expense tor medical care is incurred in the final six months of life
W7427 :.:ors abound -- overutilivation of tests. cos: shifting bv
fear o liability -- the list goes on
..nd complexity of the problem seem ov.erwhelming Health care
mov :ng relentlessly upward. If annual increases of around 20
:or •n: -1st 0 years are not alarming enough, take a glance at the
According to a recent study by A. Foster Higgins & Co.. the
ot S3.161 per employee for medical plans will grow to
end of the decade unless someone applies the brakes.
H...;:.:-.-r)ene*::: programs consume a startling 26 percent of corporate
_
a.:,:or.t.ne, to the study'.
I s '.are or gross national product spent on healthcare has risen to 12
About one-third of all companies are consickiing slashing Medical
•
Expenses have been going up at three times the rate of inflation.
.
.!oesr.: understand why this is happenir.g. and their frustration
.,:vc. a.so ,74:7CaS:7:g More than 3people are without health and
!-...sh.lal./at.on insurance.
nsurance companies occupy ing much of the middle ground
. .r.sumers and providers. the issue is of prising concern to us.
AC have to pay :he hit:, our customers incur.
these problems. and to encourage others to do so. Blue C. ross &
e.d Kentucky has called a statewide summit on health care costs
'4
Var.t and 5
this program :o be the first of its kind in the nation. Our
goa. is to nelp define an agendafor deliberation. from which we
s•zategles for posiove action to emerge
:10.7: :7 every direction among pros iders. consumers. Lns.urers.
ernytoyers and the legal system. Our plan is iJ bring all
-s together m one room
or 20 rooms
,
':tense days. 20 teams. eacn consisting of a careluliy ba;ariLkxi
:rs. witi grapp:e w LH, assigned issues related to health care costs.
to generate enough energy to shed new light or. the subjec:.
,pen:y of respor.sib:lity to go around. and our focus wil be on ai!
our share of the responsiblity That means government.
nsurers. physicians. hospitals. and yes. customers.
-.ern affects us all. and any hope of arriving at a solution v.i!!
. 7. ..s realizing that we must emerge with the nght answers
Jannes: hope that this broad-based Ker.tucky effort will result in
"7• 7 tne hest interest of the public and therefore the best

Mitch McConnell
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Israel and the arabs after the war
It is said that Israel, by as deo.
sion not to respond to Scud missile
atucks by Iraq, has established a
line of credit with the United States
that will serve its interests following the Persian Gulf War. Given
the tendency of the world to blame
Israel first for the regular upheavals in the Middle Fast.and the stormy relations tietween the Bush
Administration and the government
of Israeli Prime Minister Yank
Shamir, it seems more likely that
Israel's "line of credit" will disappear faster than a collapsing savings and loan.
Still, the Bush Administration
will have the best opportunity since
Israel's rebirth as a nation in 1948
to lead the way toward a cessation
of hostilities and to assist Israel
and its neighbors to enter a new
period in which tension and war
could be the exception rather than
the norm.
In order for such a goal to be
achieved, it is essential that the
right steps be taken in the proper
order.
Calls in some quarters for Israel

CAL'S
THOUGHTS 1111
Thomas/3?; Cal
to abandon the West Bank, Gaza
and ilk Golan Heights as the first
step toward a regional settlement
puts the cart before the camel.
The first step must be an end to
the state of war between Israel and
the Arab states. The Palestinian
issue is not the main cause of tension in the region. If it is, why
have Arabs fought each other and
occupied each other's land for centuries before Israel and the Arab
states?
Now, for the first time there is a
coalition of moderate Arab states
aligned with the West in fighting
and isolating a fanatical Arab lead=
er. If Arabs and non-Arabs of good

ri

Does Saddam Huseein's last best
hope of seizing victory from the jaws
of military defeat rest with the Western press, and CNN?
It is an arguable proposition.
If Saddam cannot communicate
with the Arab masses. he cannot make
his case: and he cannot win the war
But who is providing him with the
critical facilities to communicate his
message?
After U.S. bombs smashed his
Baghdad TV center. Saddam Hussein
lost his ability to communicate
1.C., to leadThis nation. What he has
left is the ability to carry his propaganda to the world. For that, how-ever. he must rely on technology'
brought Into Baghdad by Western
,ournalists. and CNN.
T V pictures are a more potent
weapor, than the smart borri-3 Three months ago. when the world
saw graphic pictures of the slaughter
of Palestinians at 1usalerts Temple
Mount. antipathy toward Israel
soared. When those cameras showed
Scuds ploughing into Tel Aviv. and
3-year-olds putting on gas masks.
sympathy for Israel soared. TV pic:res change perceptions. Perceptions
become reality. Who controls the TV
camera wins the propaganda war
W•!•:0 wins the propaganda war can
a war he has lost on the battlefield
as did the communists in Vietnam.
Just as horrific reports of Pearl
Harbor and the Bataan Death March
ted Amencans, and sealed Japan's
doom, so Saddam hopes pictures of
rt,s suffering people will rally the
Arab masses to rise up to defeat the
Wes:s war aims. by undermining our
Aran allies.
Saddam's greatest victory
the blasting and burning o!
....ndreds of Iraqi civilians in that
_ricer. Had there been no press in
Baghdad. no satellite transmission.
:Rat holocaust would only have produced a bnef and contradicted story in

FROM PAT'S
VIEWPOINT
By Patrick J.
Buchanan

.ne. U.S. press.
Instead those TV pictures put the
allies on the defensive, and may force
change in military strategy. If they
evoke sympathy. for Iraq in the Arab
world, they could force Mr. Bush into
moving to end this war more quickly,
with a premature ground offensive
that could cost thousands of added
U.S. wounded and dead.
Believing this is precisely Saddy's garte, conservatives have demanded that Peter Arnett and CNN
get out of 'Baghdad, and Saddam
Hussein's capacity to communicate be
cut off completely, even if it means
disabling the TV satellites that carry.
his propaganda.
The answer from CNN (where this
writer has worked six years) has been
straightforward: We are not an arm of
the U.S. government. We are a news
organization. We did not launch this
war, we are covering it. To give the
war the fullest possible coverage, we
are in Baghdad to get "that side of the
story'," so Americans can judge the
wisdom and cost of this conflict. That
is our job as journalists.
Each from its own perspective -CNN and the conservatives -- is right.
But if televised pictures of war carnage are Saddam's last best hope for
victory.. Americans should be told
that, not just by conservatives, but by
the President of the United States.
President Bush took America into
this war; he should determine what
needs to be done to win it. If he
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Here are Saturday's winning
numbers selected by the Kentucky Lottery: Pick 3: 0-4-3.
Lotto: 8-10-17-27-30-37. Estimated jackpot: $1.5 million.
Sunday's winning numbers
selected by the Kentucky Lottery: Pick 3: 1-7-3.
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Today is Monday. Feb. 25. the 56th day of 1991 There are 109 days
'eft in the year
Today's Highlight in History'
Ow Feb. 25, 1913. the 16th Amendment to the United States Constitution, giving Congress the power to levy and collect income taxes, was
declared in effect.
Thought for Today. ''Only the mediocrities of life hide behind the alibi
in conference.' The great of this earth are not only simple but accessible... --Llsaac Frederick Marcosson. American journalist (1876-1961).

from rzclicals such as Yasser Arafat. While some of these steps
might proceed simultaneously, an
end to the state of war between
Israel and her neighbors must come
first and the resolution of the
Palestinian problem must come
last. Otherwise, none of it will
work.
Saddam Hussein attempted to
rely on an old tactic: threatening
Israel to maintain Arab unity. He
failed. Now, President Bush can
take this new Arab unity he has put
together and use it to achieve a
peace settlement that will benefit
not only Israel but every Arab state
and the entire world.
The temptation of Israel's enemies to haul out the old arguments
will be great. Tho President and
Secretary of State James Baker
should resist these tcmptataions,
too. They have an opportunity to
achieve what other administrations
have failed to do --- if they take the
right steps, in the right order, and
move immediately after Saddam
Hussein's soldiers have been
forced to leave Kuwait.

Is CNN Saddam's last best hope?

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

Today In History

will can unite against a despot, the
Bush Administration ought to be
able to hold the coalition together
following the war in order to
-achieve an even larger and more
important objective: peace fnd
stability.
This coalition could then work to
forge an effective arms control policy in the region. A peace settlement.between Israel and her neighbors will lessen each country's fear
of war and, therefore, its perceived
need of arms. No mass arming of
another Saddam Hussein must be
allowed to occur.
Following a peace agreement in
which direct negotiations take
place between Israel and leaders of
the Arab countries, joint projects.
the prospects of a future war, in
which everyone would have something to lose, would be diminished.
Last, but not first, talks could
then be opened with elected, not
self-appointed, representatives of
the Palestinians. who have been
frustrated by the frequent assassinations of those who sought to
enter discussions with Israel apart

believes the achievement oi our a
aims requires cutting off all of Saddam's communication, he should be
the one to tell CNN to get out of
Baghdad.
Mr. Bush. after all, w as elected by
the American people to voice the
national interest; it is to him that
Americans should turn for an answer
to the question: Are the demands of
good citizenship, and the duties of
good journalism, in conflict in this
Persian Gulf war? If so, how should
they be reconciled in the national
interest?
Most journalists reject this view as
to what the requirements of patriotism
are. But that American people do not.
When reporters on 1- V talk shows
chatter smugly about the "people's
right to /kno" and "our right to
report,"_ _the people--in-whose- name
they claim to speak are often shouting
obscenities at the screen. When many
Americans hear reporters complain
about how they are being denied
access to the troops. they applaud the
military censors. Why?
Because they believe that whatever
mistakes the generals are making.
they are working tirelessly for U.S.
victory with the fewest possible casualties -- while the media have
another agenda.
Are the American people wrong in
so believing?
What is the duty of the press in

wartime.Are we Americans first, or
journalists first? Ls CNN an American
network, or a world network?. If an
American network, why are we carrying, free of charge to the world, the
war propaganda of America's enemy?
Is there not a grave conflict in this
TV age between newsmen who want
to "get the story," and the _U.S.
military who want to cut the enemy's
lines of communication, so he cannot
even tell his story?
Is it the duty of American reporters
in wartime to be neutral. and objective, or to he on the side of the U.S.A.
if the former. we are in trouble. For in
wartime Americans do not want objectivity or neutrality. They believe
that, once U.S. soldiers, sailors, airmen and Marines are committed to
battle,every American, be he journalist, janitOr or jailbird. should baCkihe
boys until victory is won.
Dean Rusk's question of long ago,
"Whose side are you on?" is going to
he thrown up Into our faces once
again.
Journalists say that is a simplistic
idea of patriotism: and false idea of
what we do. But, our saying so does
not change convictions. Anti-press
sentiment is building once again; if it
continues to grow, we are headed for
permanent estrangement from the
very people in whose name we confidently claim to speak.

LOOKING BACK
By JO BURKEEN
Ten years ago
Dr. Marshall Gordon, vice president for university services at Murray State University, has been
named by MSU Board of Regents
to direct administrative affairs at
MSU during the present presidential controversy.
Marine Staff Sgt. Patrick L.
Jacks, son of Dr. and Mrs. Lloyd P.
Jacks, has been deployed to
Mediterranean Sea area for duty.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie K. Smyth,
Feb. 4.
Roiph Crouch and Ricky Crouch
are pictured with their day's catch
of 1 II carappie while fishing.
Twenty years ago
A petition has been filed with
Calloway County Court Clerk Marvin Harris asking the County Court
for a local option election. The petition was signed by 351 persons.
A feature story on "Golden Pond
Region Once Known as 'Moonshine Capital of World — written by
Darryl Armstrong is published.
Dr. Eugene Schanbacher spoke
and showed slides about his experiences in Ethiopia at a meeting of
Murray Kiwanis Club at Murray.
Woman's Club House.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Hampton Boggess.
Feb. 14, a girl to Rob Edd and
Sandra Parrish, and a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Johnny Flood, Feb. 17.
Thirty years ago
Heart fund volunteers canvassed
the residential section of Murray

giving out literature and collected
for the Heart Fund on Feb. 24,
according to Mrs. Howard Olila,
Health Fund Drive chairman for
Murray.
Mildred Hodge, representing
Corvette Lanes, won the championship of upper brcket in WPSD-TV
Channel 6 Bowling event on Feb.
18 at Paducah.
Capt. Thomas E. Kingery of
Murray State College ROTC talked
about "National Security" at a
meeting of Murray Business and
Professional Women's Club held at
Murray Woman's Club House.
The Rev. C.E. Ward will be
installed as minister of St. John
Missionary Baptist Church on Feb.
28.
Forty years ago
Harold Douglas, Van Barnett and
James Johnson were elected as
officers of Murray Rescue Squad.
Dr. L.E. Smith, executive secretary of Kentucky Tuberculosis
Association, spoke at a meeting of
Home Department of Murray
Woman's Club. He was introduced
by Mrs. J.A. Outland.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. James Childress and
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Lubc Cooper, Feb. 17; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Arthur Savells, Feb. 18; a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Deane and
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Outland, Feb. 19; a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Reed Smith, a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Johnston and a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. James E. McClain, Feb.
20.
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FARM AND AG NOTES

Times

Kentucky leads the Southeast
in numbers of cattle: report

4-H at work

s Yasser Arathese steps
tancously, an
war between
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must come
:e of it will

On the hooves of a seven-year
decline, the number of cattle is increasing nationwide and in Kentucky.
In fact, Kentucky has moved into first
place in the southeast and is one of the

Produce buyers
to convey needs
to farmers during
meeting Tuesday
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Ernest and Murrell Madrey, below, are volunteer leaders for the
Westwood 4-H Club and have worked with the 4-Hers and leaders in
a Community Pride Project "Youth For America" Campaign. The
project consisted of removing fence rows (one is pictured above with
the completion pictured below), terracing the land and building
waterways on Kentucky 121 north three miles from Murray. This has
improved the land and added beauty to the community. The Madreys
have two beautiful holly trees which provide beautification for the
community and they donate holly from these trees to make beautiful
decorations for the county 4-H Council's awards program held each
first Monday night in December. They also provide holly for the 4-11
leaders to decorate their homes for Christmas.
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Tuesday night at the Calloway
County High School ag classroom
at 7 p m.. Meadows Produce will
present two produce buyers representing the two branches of the
industry: industrial food and
g(y.
Quality will he the main topic
discussed. Those who have a few
extra crops in the garden they want
to sell would he well advised to
attend to see what the buyers arc
looking for in the different pro,
ducts sold.
The second part of the evening
will cover harvesting procedures
necessary to assure the buyers the
quality they demand.
As the harvest is the most important part of production sequence, it
is highly advised that those interested attend. If there are any questions, please call 436-5888.

larcst cattle prixiticing slates in the
co,:ntry, according to an agricultural
economist at the University of Kentucky.
Kentucky now ranks eleventh in
the U.S. in the number of all cattle and
is ninth in the number of beef cows,"
said Lee Meyer, an Extension specialist in livestock marketing at the UK
College of Agriculture. "And with
sonic of the fastest growth rates in the
country. Kentucky may continue to
gain."
Meyer said Kentucky is one of the
leading states in the number of cattle.
beef cows and replacement heifers.
11 We had a three-percent increase ,n
the numher of cattle, compared to
January 1990, while the USDA Cattle
Inventory report showed a onepercent increase in the number of
cattle nationwide.- he said. "The state
had a six -percent increase in its beef
cow inventory compared to a one pefterit rise in :Limbers nationwide
1 he greateslc flange yk, as in the rium
her of rep1aLehnerit heifers, A:,1,1
jumped 1(., percent Kentuck, tot,
:lasted to a ttiree percent irmease
nationwide.When cattle rianm,ers increase, producer prices often decrease, following
the laws ot
cad prices
profitab1e levels
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PADUCAH LIVESTOCK MARKET
Cattle 557 calves 7 compared to
last week. Slaughter steers and
heifers untested, cows steady-1.00
higher, advance on yield grade 1-3.
Bulls steady, calves and vcalcrs
untested, feeder steers and heifers
2.00-3.W1 higher with a marked
quality difference.
Slaughter cows: breaking utility
and commercial 2-4, 4,4.00-50.50,
yield grade 4 42.50, cutter and boning utility 1-3 47.75-52.75 individual 55.00, cutter 1-2 40.00-45.75.
Slaughter Bulls: field grade 1-2
1320-1575 lb. indicating 77-79 carcas honing percent 55.25-62.25.
Feeders: Steers: medium No. 1-2
and large No. 1 1501b. 113.00,
300-400 lb. 101.00-110.00, individual 120.00, 400-500 lb.
100.00- 106.00, few 111.00,
500-600 lb. 90.00-1(10.00, few to
100.00, 6(X)-700. 80,00-87.00, 746
Ih. 830).
Medium No. 2, 300-400 lb.
78.00-104.00, 500-601)

85.00 94.00, 746-835 lb
75.00-83.00, Medium No_
300-400 lb oo.00-75.00, 500 lb
68.00, large No. 2 250 lb. 100.00.
335-450 1h. 88.00-91.00. 500 lb
78.00-80.00, small No 1 300-400
lb. 75.00-100.00. 400-500 I h
8 6.00 - 1 00 0. 00 600 lb
81.00-81 SO
8l.00-8
Heifers medium and large No
1-2 215-230 lb :00.00 110.00.
300-400 ib. 100 00 112 00,
400-500 lb. 90.00-1W{ 00. 500-660
700 lb
lb. 81.75-90.50
75.00-83.00, Mcdiurn No. 2
250-500 lb. 74.00-0_00. 500-600
Ih. 78.00-81.00. small No. I. 275•
b
0 00 .
0 500 lb.
73.00-80.04
Stock cows and calves: large No.
1 710.0-880.00 with 250-280 lh.
Calves at side. Stock Cows
Medium and large No. 1
600-820.W) 4-8 mo bred, small
No. 1 310.00-410_00 with 3-6 year
and 5-4 month bred.
Stock Bull: Large No. 1 910 00

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
OPEN EVERY DAY
To Better Serve You
M-F 9 a.m.-8 p.m. Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m. Sun. 1-5 p.m.
753-2380
Olympic Plaza
Hwy. 641 N.
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Deer worm infection
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particular problem in Kentucky yet,
hut goat breeders might want to know
that there are increasingly more instances reported in which goats have
been infected with, and sometimes
cited from, the deer vv-orm-.
technically known
The parasite
as parelaphostrongylus tenuis -- is
commonly known as the deer meningeal worm, the deer worm -or the
meningeal worm. It uses the whitetailed deer as a natural host and lives
in the central nervous system of the
deer without any causing clinical
signs. For years the parasite was
confined to eastern:North America. It
now seems to be moving west.
The deer worm life cycle begins in
the brain of the deer. Eggs are laid in
the cranial venuous sinuses, where
they eventually reach the lungs. There
they undergo tracheal migration, are
swallowed and passed in the feces as
first-stage larvae. From the ground
they then either penetrate into or are
ingested into snails and slugs. In three
to four wheels they develop into
infective third-stage larvae, and then
are ingested by deer as they graze.
They next migrate to the spinal cord,
possibly along spinal nerves, where
they develop into adults and start the
cycle all over again.
When the infective third-stage larvae are eaten by atypical hosts such as
goats, llamas, sheep, moose, elk and
reindeer, the larvae migrate within the
substance of the spinal cord and brain,
and cause clinical signs such as
weakness of the rear legs, weakness
and incoordination. The signs develop into paraplegia, quadriplegia and
then death. Infected animals with rear
end paralysis may collapse into a
sitting-dog position.
The7L: lii efl I
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10th Conservation Reserve Program
signup scheduled for March 4-15
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Secretary of Agriculture Clayton
Yeutter annnounccd recently that
the 10th Conservation Reserve
Program signup will be March

and accept a bid but acceptance is
not binding on either the producer
or USDA until the contract is
signed.

Under new CRP program provisions, bids on eligible land will be
accepted based on environmental
benefits obtained per dollar of cost
to U.S. Department of Agriculture.
Producers arc cautioned that they
should not rely on bid amounts
which have been accepted in previous years when making their bids.
In past signups, there was a high
expectation that a producer could
rely .on no change occurring with
respect to the bid amounts which
would be accepted. Producers who
wish to enroll in the CRP should be
aware that there is increased
competition.
CRP bids will be accepted only
tor 1991 beginning contracts and
hid acceptance determinations will
be made after a nationwide review
and evaluation. Selection will be
: based on the environmental benefits received from placing the land
in the CRP when compared to dollars of cost.
USDA needs
' 30 days to evaluate

ASCS office cancels
price-support loans
for farmers with
grain at Merchants
Any grains put into storage in
the Merchants Grain Elevator will
not be eligible for price-support
loans during the period this facility
is suspended from the list of warehouses approved by the Commodity Credit Corporation, the Calloway County Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service
Office recently announced.
Suspension action was taken by
the Agricultural Stabilization and
Conservation Service Commodity
Office at Kansas City, Mo. because
the warehouse does not meet certain technical requirements of the
Uniform Grain Storage Agreement
which controls the storage of
government-owned grains.

seem

p ,Irli,;o Rs.,, • .
:4 occur regardless of treatrnei.
and recovers can take'rseveral wcek,
to months because nervous tissu,:
heals slowly Even then, some residual signs may persist. Many recovred- animals are never —quire right"
again.
Prevention is based largely on
management. Reducing the exposure
of goats, sheep and llamas to Alm.tailed deep reduces the chance ,
infectiom Areas of oak and nick,
forestation are best suited for sur‘ivai
of the parasite, therefore the.y.should
be avoided as browsing or grating
areas. Repeated free/mg and dryihg
seems to reduce the survp,a1 rate of
first-stage larvae
Ivermectin and phen.v ibutaione
have reportedly been used successfully as prophylactics and to reduce
the reaction to migrating larvae. These, however, need to he administered
by a veterinarian and will he expensive.
Winter months seem to he a time of
increase death from this disease in
southern states.
Deer worm is perhaps what you'd
call an exotic disease in Kentucky . It's
exotic because it is relatively unknown. Yet, your veterinarian is well
aware of its existence and equally
aware that it is spreading west and
south and one of these days may
become a serious economic factor for
goat and sheep breeders in Kentucky.
When it does, you can be sure your
veterinarian will have been a little
ahead of the disease and will be
equipped to diagnose and treat it with
'the most current knowledge available.
That's a veterinarian's job. to be well
prepared.

Bi-State Grain
and

invite you to

"GOOD NEIGHBOR SEED DAY"
Saturday, March 2nd
10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
at
Bi-State Grain, Puryear, TN
*Come by and meet your Northrup King'
district sales manager Johnny Bruff
*Buy or bulk your spring planting
seed corn
*Good Cash Discounts Available

portal'
ion Ny

6th & Main

753-0489

Inas-

AG AIR
SERVICE
Route 2, Box
Miirray Ki•nuir

12ti

ATTENTION FARMERS:
AG AIR SERVICE ( :1:1 now serve all your
spraying needs. My name is Mark Carroll itrid I am the.
new owner and operator of the Aerial Application
Service in the Western Kent ucky area preceding Hill
as lonner owner and operator.
Will
I have recently acquired the -New' Metro(' Model 220
Slim Coupe and now offer aerial and ground application for your chemical and fert ilizer needs_ I will also be
offering the new drip application of liquid nit rol4en for
your wheat top-dressing needs.
Give me a call at 489-2216(Jr call me at home in the
evening hours at 759-4740. I offer quality spraying at
guaranteed lower prices.

Thank you
Mark Carroll
Owner and Operator

FREE

Northrup King®
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Compare Our Price & Coverage

KIDS EAT
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Auto - Home - Farm
Business - Life - Health

Every Tuesday After 4 P.M.
Children under 10 may choose any

High yield profits start with a
good fertilizer program.
Come by and let your friends at HUTSON'S AG
help you plan your program needs!

item on our Child's menu, absolute-

FREE. Only two children per paying adult.
ly

Bel-Air Center
753-0440

Refreshments * Register for Door Prizes

SIRLOIN STOCKADE

Drawing at 2 p.m. - Need not be present to win
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Anniversary reception planned Sunday

NET will be at St. Leo's on Wednesday
The National Evangelization
Team will be at St. Leo's Catholic
Church on Wednesday. Feb. 27.
The NET provides opportunities
for retreats for high school youth.
-The young men and women who
comprise each team are highly
dedicated and mouvated to serve
within the Catholic Church,- said
St. Mary Anne Yanz. 0.P.. director
of Parish School of Religion, Parish Center, St. Leo
Team members are Dan Dietrich,
Didsbury. Canada. Christina Chipeur. Kelowna, Canada, Pat
O'Meara, Alexandria. Va., Kai
Knapp. Canton, Ohio, Brad Zeta.
Kronan. Canada, LeAnne Mourisse,
Sherrard, Ill hilt Dulling, Trenton,
Texas. DV.C Doren. Minneapolis.
Minn., Jeannette Slagle, Portland.
Ore.. Ted Timmerman. Fort Recovery. Ohio. Ed Konicczka, Glenwood, Ill . Shauna McKenna, Toronto, Canada. and Lone Dexter.
Stockton, Calif.
The NET will be hosted in
homes of parishioners of St. Leo's
The high school youth from St.
Joseph Parish. Mayfield, cadiz and
Pans. Tenn., have been invited to
vn the high school youth at St
Leo's for the events on
V. ednesday.

Supper will be served at 6 p
followed by special programs
"Self Image" will be the topic for
ninth and 10th graders, and

"Search for Happiness" for 11th
and 12th graders
All youth of the area are invited
to attend. St Yin I said

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Windsor of
Lynn Grove will celebrate their
40th wedding anniversary. on Sunday. March 3.
A reception will be hosted by.
their children from 2 to 4 p.m. in
the Fellowship Hall of Salem Baptist Church, Lynn Grove.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend. The family
requests that guests not bring gifts.
Mr. and Mrs. Windsor were married by Dr. T.J. Young at Corinth.
Miss., on March 3, 1951. Their
attendants were Mildred Cochrum
Farmer and the late Billy Windsor.
Mrs. Windsor, the former Martha
Waters, is the daughter of the late
Ado and Ulvic Waters.
Mr. Windsor is the son of the
late Tillman and Opal Windsor.
Their three children are Mrs.
Vicki Hosford and husband. Steve,
Randy. Windsor and wife. Barbara,
and Mrs. Loh Callihan and husband. Larry. all of Lynn Grove.
Their grandchildren arc Heather
Hosford,r Susan Hosford, Mitzi
Windsor, Michael Windsor and
Mitchell Windsor.

KilpihTS iit)Ilate it) 1V.A.T.C.H.

Brenda Turner, left, and Jill Asher, right, representing the Kappa
Department of the Murray Woman's Club, present a check for $1,000
to Karla Allbritten, center, representatise of W.A.T.C.H.(work arilsities training center for the handicappedi, for use in the operation of
the center. This was from funds derised from annual Kappa Tour of
Homes on Sunday. Dec. 9. Included in the tour were Oakhurst, home
of Dr. Ronald and Charlene Kurth, 1510 %lain St.: home of Mark and
Mona Blankenship. 806 ()tile St.: home of James and Drucilla
MiKinney, 1505 Tabard: and the 1i.A.T.C.11. Center at 702 %lain St.

a

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Windsor
ri
t.

DATEBOOK
AARP group to meet Tuesday

SS representative here Tuesday

Veterans' help will be given

t.
11

Ray Pawlowski and Roy Wood, county veterans assistance officers for
the Kentucky Division of Veterans Affairs, will be at Murray National
Guard Armory'on Wednesday. Feb. 27. from 9 to 11 a.m. Veterans and
their families will be provided counseling and assistance in'filing claims
for state and federal benefits. This is a service provided by the state of
Kentucky There is no charge or fee of any kind

A Social Security representative will he at Calloway County Public
Library on Tuesday. Feb. 26, from 10.30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. John Lavin,
SS representative, said this is a special service of the department to give
clients an oppohunity to see the representative here each second and
fourth Tuesdays of the month.

Alexander is named

Bingo games. sponsored by Knights of Columbus, will he Tuesday.
Feb. 26, at 7 p.m. at the new K/C h,iilding on Squire Hale Road. between
Johnny Robertson Road and Oaks Road The doors w ill open at 6 p.m.

Robert Griffin Alexander has
neen named a National Merit Schoar Fewer than one percent of high
students in the United States
attain this scholastic honor.
He is the son of Mi and Mrs
C Vt. Alexander Jr of Richardson.
Texas, and grandson of Col
LSARet.: and Mrs U W. Alexander Sr. of Carlisle. Pa. and of Mrs
Max Griffin Carman and the laze
carman of Murray.
I
Paint & Decorating Center

•

A senior in a class of 1200 students at Plano Senior High School,
Plano. Texas, he is a Student Government representative and an
Eagle Scout_
Alexander is a member of his
school's Whiz Quiz team who are
current champions of the Dallas
area of this nationwide academic
competition. His special academic
interests are space physics, computer sciences and the Russian
language.
Last summer, with his uncle, he
visited Hungary, Czechoslovakia.
the Soviet Union. Austria and former East and West Germany. A
special highlight of his trip was
attending a charity' concert that was
a reenactment of the rock opera
that commemorated the Wall
between East and West Germany's
coming down.
Currently. the Alexanders arc
hosting a Russian exchange student. Robert plans to return to the
Socict Union this summer on an
exchange program.

Mitr. McCallor & Manson lathe'.
Take advantage of our
Professional Interior
Design Services.

Bingo games will be Tuesday

Singles plan special program
The Singles Organizational Society w enjoy a festive shopping experience instead of the "usual routine- on 1 uci.sday. Feb. 26. Piggly Wiggly is
adding "dancing in the deli." door r)rizes and singles savings to their usual
PW, said -We- think it's a fun idea and
agenda. Andy Tricc, manager at '
hope it catches on." The event is being planned by Piggly Wiggly, Singles
Organizational Society and WBEN with the latter providing the disc jockey Moose and remote coverage. All sirg:es are invited to stop by between
8:30 to II p.m. for fun shopping. dancing. games, bargains, refreshments
and socializing. Prices will be..provided by Piggly Wiggly. House Travel,
WBLN, Faye's Monogram and the SOS For more information call Pamela. 753-7638. Jeanne. 753-0224. Mary 1-527-0115, or Margaret.
1-247-2249.

Consultation

Southside Shopping Center
753-3321

MCWC Board will meet
The Executive Board of Murray Crir.stian Women's Club will meet
Tuesday, Feb. 26. at 9:35 a.m. in the Annex of Calloway County Public
Library. Plans for the "Eggstravaganza" luncheon for Tuesday, March 12,
at 12 noon at Seven Seas will be completed. Jill Courtney, MCWC chairman, urges all board members to attend.

Karen Case will teach study
Robert Griffin Alexander

THEATRES

Iron Kettle
Restaurant
Sleeping With
The Enemy (R) 7:05
9700

King Ralph
(PG)

=amous
Country CookIng

NOW
OPEN

Dances with
Wolves (PG/3)

L.A. Story
(PG13)
Starring Stove Martin

730

720
915

7 Days A Week
6 A.M.-8:30 P.M.
Lunch & Dinner Buffets
Catering, Banquet
Room Available

Grand Rivers, Ky
362-8396
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Ladies' Night Out at Murray Country Club will be Tuesday. Feb. 26, at
7 p.m. Reservations for the event should be made by this evening (Monday) by calling 753-8116 or 753-6113.

Adult Books' to meet tonight
Adult Great Books Discussion Group will meet tonight (Monday) at 7
p.m. at Calloway County Public Library. June Smith will be the leader of
the discussion Of the book, How'MuchLancr!hy'Toistoi. Any person Whr—
has read the book is invited to take part in the discussion.

Your Individual
Horoscope

Karen Hussung Case will conduct a special Home Missions Study on
Wednesday, Feb_ 27, at 6:30 p.m. at First Baptist Church. This will part
of the study for the Week of Prayer for Home Missions, March 3-10 with'
the theme being "Missions Giving People Hope." Mrs. Case and her husband, the Rev. Herb Case, and their son. Karl, reside at Gracey where
Rev. Case is pastor of a church there. Mrs. Case, a teacher, has worked in
missions for many years having made numerous trips to the Indian Reservation in Montana. She is the daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Karl Hussung of
Murray. The public is invited to attend this special study on Wednesday.

Ethan Claw Thomason born
Mr. and Mrs. Dale Thomason of Rt 4. Murray. are the parents of a son,
Ethan Clay. weighing eight pounds II ounces. measuring 20 3/4 inches,
born on Sunday. Feb. 17. at 602 a.m. at Murray -Calloway County Hospital. The mother is the former Sonia Johnson. The father is employed at
General Tire, Mayfield They have two daughters. Emily Brook, 71/2, and
Haley Nicole, 3. Grandparents arc Mrs. Joanna Thomason and the late
Ray Thomason of Lynn Grove and Bobby and Sara Johnson of Murray.
Great-grandparents arc Festus Story and the late Mrs. Donnye Story and
Mrs Thelma Ross and the late Freeman Johnson. Murray, Mrs. Chnsta
Thornason and the late Jack Thomason of Arlington, and Mrs. Lorene
Yates and the late Emmett Riley of Bardwell.
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"Frogs, Fish and Things In A Dish- w:il be the theme of Story Hours
on Tuesday. Feb. 26. at 10:30 a.m. and Wednesday. Feb. 27, at 10:30 a.m.
and 3:30 p.m. at Calloway Counly Public Library, according to Sandy
Linn, Youth Services Director at the library Story Hours are for children,
3 to 8. Parents and Twos will be at (4•"01 a m on Tuesday and Wednesday.
For information call 753-220

Mrs. Myra Crawford will teach a study of the mission book. Empowered. on Tuesday. Feb. 26. at 10 a.m. at Memorial Baptist Church. This
will be a study prior to Week of Prayer for Home Missions, March 3-10.
Mrs. Crawford is a retired elementary school teacher with the Calloway
County School System and is now active in church and Senior Citizens'
activities. A sack lunch *ill follow at 12 noon. All women arc invited to
attend.

Call For An In-Home

Ladies' Night Out Tuesday

Story Hour themes released

Crawford will teach study

3 Your Home
Deserve It

Murray/Kentucky Lake Chapter of American Association of Retired
Persons (AARP) will meet Tuesday, Feb. 26, at 12 noon at Majestic Royale. Holiday' Inn. Rebecca Noffsinger, dietitian, will speak about "Nutrition for AARP," according to Marjorie Shroat Dunn. program chairman.
Verlene LieU. president, urges all members and interested persons to
attend this luncheon meeting. No reservations are necessary'.
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12th & Sycamore

Have we got a
deal for you...

FREE SLICE OF HOMEMADE PIE
/11TH ANY DINNER OR STEAK AFTER 4 P.M

Our Dinners start at $3.95 - Offer Good Thru March 11
753-8080 - Pvt Party Room Avoliaole
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Community events listed
Monday, Feb. 25
Parents Anonymous will meet at
6 p.m. For information call
753-0082.
Bingo for Water Valley Volunteer Fire Department will be played
at 6:30 p.m. at Water Valley Community Center.
Prepared Childbirth Class will be
at 7 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Fresh Start Free Smoking Cessation Program will be at 5:30 p.m.
in board room of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.

Monday, Feb. 25
Auditions for Third Annual West
Kentucky Playwrights' Festival
will be at 7 p.m. at Playhouse in
the Park. For information call
759-1752.
Desert Storm Support Group will
meet at Apple Tree School, Stadium View Drive, at 7 p.m. For
information call 753-9356.
New Singles Organizational Society will be at 7 p.m. at Southwood
Apartments meeting room, Paris,
Tenn. For information call Pamela,
753-7638, or Jeanne, 753-0224.
Reservations for Ladies' Night
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By Abigail
Van Buren

American Way of Death
Is Costly and Complicated
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farewell and the I/pi/MI 1.11111.y to) bet ter (cope with reality A,you rightly
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would bury their loved ones with
dignified low-costfunerals,without feelings of guilt or embarrassment.
Previously, too many poor
people went into debt for lavish,
expensive funerals because they
were emotionally stressed at the
time,and felt that the amount of
money they spent on their final
farewell wasan indication of how
much they valued the deceased.
Utter balderdash!
* * *

I n the iti2o,. p publn relation,
I)EAR ABBY:Five years ago when
I moved to Arizona,a clerk in a small
-1)oko•-•111,1f1 for the funeral industry
hutiiness establishment asked,
o oiried the phrase 'Beau!ihit Nlern
- What is your name''"
oin, Picture- to describe the ein
-Springer,- I responded.
balmed and prettified cadayer in .1
No. no I mean,like what should
-iiitably costly casket
I call you?" she asked
The funeral Indust rv tl.t- loO111..!
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cinctly.
ley% ing- I, essential to %hat they
Not two weeks later, I received a
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-Hello, Sherri. this is Father
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Abby. am I super-sensitive to be
Lind, France.(;ermany it. '
tilecuritran,, an English Jurist hothered by this rudeness? I think
not. I believe I am entitled to a little
r()te that a public exhibition cot an
in courtesy My solution is to patronize
embalmed body. as that ot
Moscow. would in England be (on
nio establishment where this rude-idered .1 ref. oohing sp.,.tack. arid !WS, occurs, whether the product is
cheeseburgers or religion. Am I
therefore ;.o public 11111,a1ICI•
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Ile.tdCrS looking for .1 sionple and
MRS. SPRINGER IN MESA
inexpensive tuneral should Write to!
the Continental .,Xssociation if
DEAR MRS.SPRINGER: Yes.
rieral and Nlootnoriai Societies, ,in
It's your privilege to patronize
educational non-profit organization
f.%it h affiliate, in most major Calf., whomever you choose for your
own reasons, but don't write off
The orgam/ation can provide [Moir
mation on dignified low -too-4 funer- your priest as"rude"because he
al- The addre,, 7910 ‘koiodnioht
addressed you by your given
name. You could be denying
Aye , liethesda. Mu t 20s1 I
yourself a superior spiritual
-11.:SSICA
'Thou? -THE AMER1(AN leader.

v4:Ay

DEATH-.

* * *

DEAR JESSICA MITFORD:
How well I remember the bombshell your book created in 1963.
-The American Way of Death"
rode the hest-seller list for a year.
And in its wake (no pun intended) was spawned a new
generation of Americans who

People are eating them up! For Abby's
favorite recipes, send a long, businesssize, self-addressed envelope, plus check
or money order for $3.95($4.50 in Canada)
to: Dear Abby,Cookbooklet,P.O. Box 447,
Mount Morris, Iii, 61054, (Postage is
included.)
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Monday, Feb. 25
Out Tuesday at Murray Country
Club should be made by tonight by
calling 753-8116 or 753-6113.

Tuesday, Feb. 26
9:30 a.m. at Glendale Road Church
of Christ.

Murray Lions Club will meet at
Murray-Calloway County Girl
6:30 p.m at Murray Woman's Club
Scout Leaders will have a core
House
meeting at 6:30 p.m. at Girl Scout(
Cabin. A Songs and Games TrainAuditions for Third Annual West
ing session will follow at 7 p.m.
Kentucky Playwrights' Festival
will be at 7 p.m. at Playhouse in
Cal Thomas, nationally syndithe Park. For information call
cated columnist and author, will
759-1752.
speak at 7 p.m. in Curtis Center
ballroom, Murray State University.
Health Express of Murray.
Admission is free but a love offerCalloway County Hospital will be
ing for Life House will be
at Bonanza at Draffenville from 9
received.
to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 2 p.m.
"Preparing for the Workforce"
with Regina Parham will be at 7
p.m. in Barkley Room, Curris Center, Murray State University.

Alzheimer's Disease Support
Group will meet at 4:30 p.m. in
board room of Murray-Calloway.
County Hospital.

Investment Course will start at 7
p.m. on Murray State University.
The fee is S25 per person or S40
per couple. For information call
762-4159.

Fresh Start Free Smoking Cessation Program will he at 5:30 p.m.
in board room of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.

Pam Stanley, Mayfield artist, will teach a course in Advanced Calligraphy, sponsored by Mayfield/Graves County Art Guild, starting
Monday, March 4, at Art Guild Gallery, 121 West Broadway, Mayfield. The course will meet for four Mondays from 7 to 9 p.m. The
focus will be word spacing and page design. All equipment and supplies will be provided and each student should plan to finish a framed
project during the course of the workshop. Class size will be limited
to 10 students and pre-registration is required. Course fees will be
$20 for Mayfield,Graies Art Guild members and $35 for nonmembers. The workshop space is accessible to indibiduals with disabilities. To register contact Mary Jackson llaugen at 1-247-6972 or
1-247-6387 after 5 p.m.

Social Security Representative
will be at Calloway County Public
Library from 10:30 a.m. to 12:30
p.m.

Events at First United Methodist
Church will include Exercise Class
at 10 a.m. and Council on Ministries at 7 p.m.
-

s

Executive Board of Murray
Christian Women's Club will meet
at 9:35 a.m. in Annex of Calloway
County Public Library.

Weight Control Group will meet
at 6 p.m. at Glendale Road Church
of Christ.

Events at First Christian Church
will include "How To's" with Betty Riley at 10 a.m. and "How To's"
with Billie Burton at 7 p.m.; Boy
Scout Troop 77 at 6:30 p.m.

Events at First United Methodist
Church will include Prayer Breakfast at 7:15 a.m. and Mothers'
Morning Out at 9 a.m.
Mothers' Day Out will be at 9:30
a.m. at First Baptist Church.

Tuesday, Feb. 26
Senior citizens' activities will be
at 9:30 a.m. at Dexter Center; from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel Center;
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. at Weaks
Center.

WMU of Memorial Baptist.
Church will have a mission study
at 10 a.m. followed by a sack
lunch.
Senior Citizens Board will meet
at 1:30 p.m. at W'eaks Community
Center.

Kentucky Lake Chapter of
American Association of Retired
Persons will meet at 12 noon at
Majestic Royale, Holiday Inn. This
is open to all interested persons.

A comedian will perform free at
7:30 p.m. in Curtis Center Stables.
Murray State University.

Singles Organizational Society
will meet from 8:30 to 11 p.m. at
Piggly Wiggly for a special fun
event. For information call Pamela,
753-7638, or Jeanne, 753-0224.

Kay Bates, soprano, and Marie
Taylor, pianist, will perform at 8
p.m. in Farrell Recital Hall of Doylc Fine Arts Center, Murray State
University. Admission is free.

Events at Calloway County Public Library will be Parents and
Twos at 9:30 a.m. and Story Hour
at 10:30 a.m.

Art works winning regional cornpetition at Kentucky All-State High
School Art Competition will be on
exhibit in upper level of Clara M.
Eagle Gallery at Murray State
University.
PUBLIC SERVICE
t;ive the power to overcome. Support Easter Scaly.

Murray TOPS (take off pounds
sensibly) Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at Southside Manor Recreational
Room. For information call
759-1625.
Bingo will be at 7 p.m. at
Knights of Columbus building on
Squire Hale Road. Doors will open
at 6 p.m.
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Ladies' Bible Class will meet at
9:30 a.m. at University Church of
Christ.
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When you receive your subscription order
blank to renew your paper please pay no
later than the 24th of the month. This will
help keep the cost ofthe paper from going up
and insure you that your service will not be
interrupted.

$295

Spaghetti Dinner
Veal Parmesan

EVERY TUESDAY:

Due to the postage increase and supply
costs we are now only sending out one
renewal notice per month.

J
'‘

EVERY WEDNESDAY:
EVERY THURSDAY

14 oz.'Hone
10 oz. N.Y. Strip

Our Steaks Are Huge
& U.S.DA. Choice

Only $595

$595

*FREE SALAD BAR WITH ALL SPECIALS!
We are offering you Quality Food, First Class Service
& a Pleasant Environment to Dine Only Al

.4(
ikatuicui DVNA:
EXCELLENT DINING

Also Owners 8 Operators of Majestic of Mayfield
We Accept Resonation for Small or Large Parties,Receptions,Group Modisgs.
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$395

Our Famous Grilled Chicken $495
$395
Shrimp Basket
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Murray-Calloway County Ministerial Association will meet at 12
noon.
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Racers clinch title outright, will host tournament
By DAVID RAMEY
Letyar & Timms Ansi Sionns Wine

Ronald "Popeye" Jones took his
frustration out on Middle Tennessee Saturday night, and his
25-point second half performance
led the Murray State Racers to a
91-86- victory over the Blue Raiders Saturday night
The victory gave the Racers the
Ohio Valley Conference championship outnght, enabling Murray to
gain a bye in the first round of the
league toutRament and host the
OVC semifinals and finals on
March 6-7 in Racer Arena.
Jones, frustrated by foul trouble
in the first half, was 12-of-17 from
the floor in the second half, and he
pulled down 10 rebounds to pace
. the Racers past Middle.
The win closed the Racerregular
season at 22-8, and Murray finished OVC play at 10-2. Middle
will take an 18-8 mark to Clarks Tenn. tonight when they face
Austin Peay.
"He went to work in the low post
area," Racer coach Steve Newton
said "We were able to get him a
little more involved in the offense
in the second half. We had been
standing around too much and it
took some real effort and some real
execution to get him the
basketball."
Jones didn't get off to a good
start, going just 3-of-9 from the
floor in the first half as he had six
points at halftime. With two fouls,
he also went to the bench for good
with I i.06 left in the half. with the
score tied at 18.
The Racers were able to take a
40-33 lead at halftime thanks to
free throw shooting. The first half
saw 28 total fouls, and the Racers
shot 13-of-20 from the free throw
line, while Middle Tennessee was
just 7-of-15.
The edge at the line and eight

points from Paul King paced the
Racers, who also got help frori
reserves Cedric Gumm, Jerry Wilson, Doug Gold and Scou Sivills,
all who contributed in the first half.
With the Racers holding 28-25
edge, Sivills hit a turnaround jumper, and King answered a Middle
bucket with a 3-point to give the
Racers a six-point lead. A free
throw from Jerry Wilson with 1.5
seconds left in the half gave the
Racers a seven-point edge at the
intermission, despite 32 percent
shooting from -the floor in the
period.
Meanwhile, Jones had been sitting, somewhat uncomfortably, on
the Racer bench.
-I was kind of frustrated," !Ones
said. "I was just so eager to get
back in the ball game. And the first
half was so long. I was just sitting
over there dying."
"We knew hadn't shot the ball
well in the first half." Newton said.
"We warned to do a better job of
getting the baH inside and enhancing our shot selection."
After Middle's Kelvin Hammonds opened the second half with
a score, Jones• scored inside to start
his spun. Chris Ingram answered
for Middle Tennessee, but John
Jackson scored for the Racers.
Jones then scored the next seven,
with two buckets in the paint, giving the Racers a 51-37 lead.
Middle scored six quick points
with Hammonds hitting two buckets on transition. to cut the lead
back to eight. While Jones was
scoring almost at will on the Racer
end, Middle was staying close.
with a 3-point play by Ingram cutting the Racer lead to 63-61 with
just over 10 minutes left.
But Paul King hit a 3-pointer for
the Racers, but behind the 3-point
shooting of Robert Taylor, Middle
tied the contest at 68. MTSU coach
Bruce Stewart Was then hit with a

,-1
7

,
e,11

technical foul, and after Frank
Allen hit a free throw for Murray,
Jones scored two straight buckets
to push the Racers up by five, and
Middle could get no closer the rest
of the way.
"Coach told me to back up deeper in the paint," Jones said. "I was
shooting off the block, but I moved
in a lot closer to the basket and got
some easy buckets."
His 31 -point performance also
included 14 rebounds as the Racers
owned a 44-34 lead on the boards.
Murray also shot 23-of-32 from the
free throw line, while Middle was
going 11 -of-21.
"He's a great player," MTSU
coach Stewart said. "And great
players rise to the occasion in the
big games and he did tonight."
Taylor tossed in 32 for the Blue
Raiders to lead all scorers. .and
Middle also got 20 points from
Ingram.
To go with 31 from Jones. King
tossed in 15. while Allen tossed in
12 and Greg Coble and John Jackson had 10 points each.
"They tried to double-team
Popeye," King said. "We have the
kind of balance that we can get
past that. When they double on
him, Coble, Allen arid myself have
got* to step up and hit the shot"
Newton called Murray's latest
OVC crown the toughest in the
four-year stretch.
"This was the toughest by far,"
Newton said. "We had a lot of
pressure. but we never lost faith.
This was a fun group to work
with."
King, who also has been a part
of all four OVC champions, echoed
those comments.
"This was the toughest, because
of the high expections." King said.
"We pulled together, and I think
that's been the key. to this team all
year

David
RAMEY
ASSIStant Sports i';(1110r

If there is a day when you
can trace the transformation of
the Murray State Racers, mark
January 30 on your calendcr.
After a disappointing conference loss to Eastern Kentucky
on January 28, the Racers had
completed the first of league
play 4-2, and were tied for
third-placc in the OVC.
The Racers had been the
overwhelming preseason pick to
win the league. But after starting the season by winning their-first six, the Racers were just
10-8 since losing at Memphis
State,
January 30 was a Wednesday.
After the long bus ride from
Richmond and a Tuesday off,
Racer coach Steve Newton
called senior co-captains Paul
King and Greg Cohle into his
office.
The Racer mentor passed the
word on to his senior co
captains that the Racer defense,
the heart and soul of the three
previous OVC championships.
just wasn't up to Racer
standards.
"Coach got us together and
told us that all of us were
going to have to work on our
defense," Cotile- said. ':And I
really think defense was the key
to the second part uI the
season."
After surrendering 87 poims
Murray State's Popeye Jones cuts the nets after his 31-point perforto the Colonels, the Racers held
mance pushed the Racers past Middle Tennessee 91-86 Saturday
Austin Pcay to 71. They shaved
night in Racer Arena.
35 points off FM! when they.
visited Racer Arena, and after
holdink Morehead to 73, went
on the road last weekend and
seniors out on a good note and
MTSU closed to within 12 with kept Tennessee Tech and Tenshow that the program is solid."
4:55 left, and the Lady Racers took nessee State in check. Tech had
Pierce and Wenning appreciated
a 44-30 lead at halftime. Pierce, entered the contest with the
the thought. The two roomates
Pinson and Wenning opened the Racers averaging 86 points a
have much in common, as they are
half with. scores to give the Lady contest, and the Racers held
both 1.000 point scorers, are both
Racers a 20-point lead. They them to M. TSU, who had
getting married in the near-future
opened up a 27-point edge at scored 75 against -the Racers,
and are natives of Indiana.
75-48, and held that lead at 84-57 was held to 64 in Nashville.
The defense was the reason
Pierce also picked up her 1.000th
before Middle outscored MSU 24-7,
career point Saturday. In high
Parker led the Lady Racers with the Racers successfully defend
school in Greencastle, Ind., she had
19 points, while Pierce had 17, Pin- their title. They have also
moved to 15th in the nation in,
finished nine points shy' of 1,000, son tossed in 16. Waldon pitched
in 15, and Wenning and Fond° field goal percentage defense.
and she wanted to make sure she
MSU is holding opponents to
got her 1,000th Saturday.
Garner had 12 each.
"It's been a dream of mine,"
"We came out relaxed and did a 41 percent shooting from the
Pierce said. "I didn't know until
nice job of executing," Breazeale floor.
Rebounding was another key...
earlier this week I was this close. I
said. "Our offense execution at
The Racers hold an I 1
was glad to get it."
times tonight was excellent."
For the two seniors, their final rebounds-per-game edge over
"This was the last game for me
and Tawnya, and we all pulled. year was a disappointment, but in their opponents, and are third in
together." Waning said. "The girls four seasons that had many the contry in the statistic, just
in front of UNLV.
moments in the 'sun.
wanted to make sure we went out
Newton, who has a hcathly
"I've learned a lot about basketright."
ball and I've matured a lot as collection of phrases he likes to
• With the score tied at six, the
Lady Racers scored eight straight, well," Pierce said. "The losing has use, has said on more than one
with Julie Pinson hitting a jumper. been bad, but I've learned a lot occasion that he believes teams
should never get too high or
Wenning scoring a layup and Jen- from it."
too low. This year's Racer club
Wenning, who recalled being
nifer Parker hitting twice from outside. Pippa Gibson scored for sick before her first start her fresh- has been a prime example of
MTSU, but Angie Waldon hit five men year, also said the final year that.
"They've had a kind of 'even
in a row for the Lady Racers. Pin- was rough.
keel' attitude that has rubbed
son then added six more in a row
"Emotionally, coming off the
before Waldon capped the run with kind of success we've had, it's off on me," Newton said with a
a layup to give the Lady Racers a been tough," Wenning said. "But I sly grin Saturday.
"This was a tough year for
27-8 letid:
think we all learned from it."
us," Racer sophomore guard
Frank Allen said. "The expecLions were high, but down the
stretch, we pulled together as a
19-7 spurt, that helped the Wildcats
thing we could to win."
team and got the job done."
pull away in the final nine minutes.
Jeff Brassow started Kentucky's
The Racers also got a lift
It was the 1,499th win in Kentucky
decisive burst with a three-point from the standing-room-only
history. one behind North Carolina, shot, giving the Wildcats the lead crowd Saturday night in their
which won its 1,500th Sunday.
for good. A 3-pointer by Feldhaus 91-81 win over Middle.
Feldhaus finished with 18 points, made it 65-59 and Kentucky (20-6,
"The crowd played a very
16 in the second half, when Florida
12-4 Southeastern) continued to important part in this game,
overcame an 8-point halftime defipull away when Feldhaus wrapped King said. "We all went in at
cit only to falter after tying the
a three-point play and a layup halftime, and talked about how
score at 59
around Dwayne Davis' basket for big and loud the crowd was.
"I think we just came together
Flonda (11-14, 7-9).
We've got the greatest fans in
as a team, laid it on the line and
the
OVC."
Pelphrey's last basket gave the
played harder," said Feldhaus, who
will now host the
Murray
came off the bench to help corn--' Wildcats a 9-point advantage with OVC Tournament. There has
3:51 left, and Kentucky scored its
pensate for the absence of freshnext 12 points from the free-throw been some talk of moving the
man center Jamal Mashburn. Mashline.
Reggie Hanson hit five of six OVC Tournament to a neutral
burn played just nine minutes
shots during that stretch and Per site in the future. A full house
because of foul trouble and scored
like the one Saturday for the
phrey made four of six.
just two points.
OVC Torunament could do a
"We had to have this game,"
"We set an aggressive tone and lot to keep the tournament on
Feldhaus said "We just did every we stayed with it," Pion° said.
campus.

Lady Racers bid seniors farewell

kY

By DAVID RAMEY
Ledger & Times As* Sports Editor

Lady Racer Tawnya Pierce fires in two of her 17 points during Murray's 91-81 win over Middle Tennessee Saturday in Rater Arena.

YTAIROMP

Inside
Scoop 11
94

The Murray State Lady Racers
made sure that Tawnya Pierce and
Michelle Wenning would enjoy
remembering their final appearance
in Racer Arena, as MSU closed the
season by pounding Middle Tennesssee 91-81.
The 10-point margin of victory
was not as convincing as Murray's
27-point lead late in the contest, as
the Lady Racers dominated the first
35 minutes of the contest before
Middle rallied late to make the
score respectable.
The Lady Racers used a 21-2 run
early in the contest to take command, as the Lady Racers put six
players in double figures in upsetting the No. 2 team in league play
MSU closed the season at 9-18.
arid 4-8 in the OVC, but the Lady
Racers wanted to make sure that
Wenning and Pierce, who had
tasted so much success dunng their
four year-stay. got one more bite
out of it before leaving.
"Emotion was the reason we
won the basketball game," Lady
Racer assistant coach Kelly Brea:
talc said. "The girls were really
fired up. We didn't have anything
to lose, and we wanted to send our

UK keeps mythical title hopes alive

,
AM-FM Cassette,Tilt Wheel,Cruise Cor-,•,,
ST 07046 and 7051

AM-FM Cassette, Tilt Wheel, Alloy Wheels
ST #7048 and 7074
'Allc." -.es inciude S'500'ovary •ebare as well as a.t?a

+Ito ar d erse Gera
retY inry 28

cams/low')for earsin Inver-

GAINESVILLE, Fla. (AP) - -Kentucky is ineligible to win the
Southeastern Conference championship. but that isn't stopping the
Wildcats from doing everything
they can to finish with the league's
best record.
The 90-74 victory over Florida
on Saturday enabled coach Rick
Pitino's team to keep pace with
LSU for that distinction even
though Kentucky's season will end
after two more games because of
NCAA probation.
"It was more than a big game
for us," Nino said after the Wildcats improved to 20-6. 12-4 in the
SEC. "The whole season was on
the line.''
John Pelpbrey scored 24 poinLs
and Deron Feldhaus had 8 to key a
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Imes

The 1980 91 Fourth District basketball tourna
merit wilt begin Tueedey night (Feld 213) at Cal
Owe/ County High Schad with Mayfield's lady
Cavdinals taking on the Calloway Lady Laker,
ita 6 p m, deceived by boys action bet weer
Mayfield and Calloway County Wednesday
nights action pas the Marshall County lady
Marsha* against Murray's lady Tigers at 6
p rn, with boys' competition between the Mars
has and Tigers following Thursday will be an
open date, with the iournament champonships
on Friday night beginning with the girls' title
game at 6 p m
HOurray High's Topers and Marshall County's
Lady Marshals are the defending Fourth District
champions. the Lady Marshals arid the Mayfiekt
Cardinal are this yetv's tournament top seeds
due to regular season district standings
•Tickets to the tournament we $3 for adults Inc
senior citizen discounts) and $2 for students
The only passes which will be honored are
those approved by the stale athletic associa
tons, school season passes --- complimentary
will not be accepted
or purchased
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Golf
LOS ANGELES - Ted Schulz shot a 3-under
par88 Sunday to win the los Angeles Open by
one stroke Schulz, whose only other victory
was the 1989 Southern Open, earned
$180.000 After parring the final hole to finish
the tournament with a 12 under par 272 Mai,
Schulz watched as Jett Sluman, in the last
threesome, missed an 8 foot try for birdie that
would have forced a playoff at the Riviera
Country Club Bruce Lietzke, Crag Stadler and
Davis Love III finished another shot back at
274
• • • •
SARASOTA, Fla - Led by Charles Coody's
course record 63, the United States won five of
eight matches Sunday to beat the International
team for the fourth consecutive year in the
Senior Tours Chrysler Cup Coady's round bet
tared Harold Henning's by six strokes The
United States, which had a five point lead after
the first two rounds, won 58,S 411, Two other
US wins were also lopsded Hill beat Bruce
Devlin 67 72 and Lee Trevino beat Roberto
DeVicenzo 68 77 The other U S points came
from George Archer, who edged Bruce Cramp
ton 70 72
• • • •
HONOLULU - Patty Sheehan shot a roller
coaster 2 under par 70 to win the Hawaiian
ladies Open Saturday Sheehan, who won her
26th 1 PGA event, finished at 9-under in the
54 hole tournament, three strokes better than
defending champion Beth Daniel The victory
was worth $52,500
• • • •
AUGUSTA, Ga - Great Britain's Nick Faldo,
seeking an unprecedented third consecutive
championship, heads a list of 94 golfers
extended invitations to the 55th Masters tournament Apnl 11 14

Baseball
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Actions& Reactions Murray riflers keep
4th District
12-year streak intact

SARASOTA, Fla - The improbable comeback
by Hall of Fame pitcher Jim Palmer officially
began Saturday when he reported to the spring
training camp of the Baltimore Onoles Wearing
his familiar No 22, which came OW Of retire
mint with him Palmer took the field at Twin
lakes Park and went through drills with the 40
players who are at the park for the club's early
workouts for pitchers and catchers
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Tennis
MEMPHIS, Tenn -- Ivan lend used precision
groundstrokes and a strong serve to knock oft
defending champion Michael Stich 7 5, 6-in
Sunday's Volvo Indoor final The victory was
the second in two weeks for Lend, a winner at
Philadelphia last week, and the 90th tourna
merit title 01 he career
• • • •
STUTTGART. Germany - Stefan Edberg won
his first Me of the year and bolstered his No 1
world ranking Sunday with a 8-2, 3 6, 7-5, 62
victory over fellow Swede Jonas Svensson in
the Eurocard Classics tournament. Edberg
reclaimed the No 1 spot last week when Becker defaulted at Brussels, Belgium, with a
sprained thigh muscle With his victory, Edberg
rased his pants total to 3,997, while Becker
dropped to 3,523

Boxing
LAS VEGAS - Greg Haugen needed a bizarre
121h round point deduction from Hector
Macho" Camacho on Saturday night to take
the narrowest of split decisions and win the
World Boxing Organization version of the junior
welterweight title The point was taken away
after Carnacho, angered at Haugen's refusal to
touch gloves to start the final round, took a
swipe M the challenger Referee Carlos Padilla
immediately deducted the point, while a gleeful
Haugen Jumped for joy in the ring Without the
point deduction, the fight would have been
scored a draw and Camacho would have
retained the 140-pound title
•Perreil Whitaker won a lopsided unanimous
decision over Anthony Jones to retain the
undisputed lightweight title

Auto racing
RICHMOND, Va - Dale Earnhardt held off
Ricky Rudd in a three Lap shootout On Sunday
to win the Pontiac 400 Winston Cup race in a
record -shaltenng pace Due in large part to lust
six caution flags that led to only 23 of the race's
400 laps being run under yellow, Earnhardt
averaged 104.378 mph in his Chevrolet Lumina Harry Gant was third, followed t:n Rusty
Wallace, Alan Kuhvicki, Mark Martin and Darrell
Waltrip. the last driven on the lead lap
•Gant won the Pontiac 200 on Saturday, passing Kenny Wallace on lap 15' for the 14th
Grand National victory 01 his career
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NEW YORK - Bob Gansler quit as coach of
the U S national soccer team on Saturday, two
days after an embarassing 1-0 loss to Bermuda_ Gensler, who 100k over the U S tearn in
January 1989, led the Arnencans 10 the World
Cup for the first time in 40 years, It/-* had just a
14-17-5 overall record He had been CntiCiiiiid
for employing conservative tactics arid Alan
Rothenberg, the U S Soccer Federation president, had openly staled he was seeking a
replacement with international experience

KARLSRUHE. Germany - Ben Jonnsor fin
[shed second to Joel Nasal of Cuba as both
were clocked in 854 seconds in the 60 meters
at an indoor meet Sunday Officials gave Isassi
firS1 Viet* after studying photos of the race The
time was announced at 8 49, which would have
been only 01 seconds on the indoor record set
by American Leroy Burrell in Madrid, Spain, last
weekend But the time was revised to 6 54, still
Johnson's best since returning last month

• • • •
PARIS - A learn from the Soviet Union se a
world indoor record in the women s 1 600 meter
relay Saturday with a time of 3 minutes. 2880
seconds at the Six Nations track and field meet
The Soviet tisarn was made up of Attila Li
chenko ljudmia Szhgalova Marina Shomon,
na and Marganta Ponornaerva

Pro basketball
Showtime came to The Palace, and that meant
the end of Detroit's overtime dominance Magic
Johnson scored 31 points arid the Los Angeles
takers finished thee two game season sweet,
of the Pistons with a 102 96 victory in overtime
Sunday The Pistons were 4 0 in overtime this
season and 4 1 the previous year But without
Isar, Thomas and John Salley because of inju
nee and with Joe Owners hobbling around.
Detroit could not last as long as the takers "I
feet or Isiah because it's eating his heart out to
se on that bench,- Johnson said The Chic.'
gos, the Boston', Cleveland, all of them do not
feel sorry for him because they're out there try
trig to beat him I feel sorry for him because
he's my friend and lust want him to get health
y," he said ' But the Pistons are back to back
champions Nobody's taking no mercy on
them"
•In other games, San Antonio surprised Port
land 95-88, Indiana beat Boston 115-109, Seat
tie stopped Utah 103-91, Houston downed Min
nesola 100 91, New York topped Miami 108-92,
Orlando beat Sacramento 120-90 and the LOS
Angeies Clippers defeated Denver 129-11?
EATERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Div...Kul
W I Pct GB
40 14 741 Boston
29 24 547 104.
Phiscelpha
24 31 436 167,
New Toni
Washngton
tn
7 37
33 14
1 0e
5 2318%
Nimv Jersey
16 38 296 24
Marn
Central Divelion
39 14 736 C5w.ar
37 19 673 31,
34 21 618
30 24 556 9).
A
MI
Dt.tliwarritc.+"
25 28 472 14
woliere
19 36 345 21
Cerveland
16 37 302 23
C harlot,*
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Division
Midwest
GB
W L Pci
34 17 667
San Antonio
35 18 660
Utah
31 23 574 5
Houston
20 32 385 15
Da4as
17 36 321 18.,
n nesota
17 36 321 18
Ortando
15 38 283 20
onv:
o nd
O
po
Pacific Divinoti
44 11 eoc
3.,
40 14 741
LA takers
Phoenr
35 18 663 8
29 24 547 14
Golden Stale
25 28 472 18
Sopa*
18 35 340 25
LA Ckppers
15 37 268
Sacramento
Saturdays Gaines
Philadelphia 103, Nee Jersey 90
Now York 104 Washington 101
Atlanta 122, Dallas 107
Chicago 129, Charlotte 108
Milwaukee 118 Cleveland 103
D•rwor 150 Golden Stale 145
Phoenix 120 Soave 110

Hockey
After a one game slump, the New York Ran
gers found their touch on the power play, much
to the chagnn of the New Jersey Devils The
Rangers were 0-for-7 with the man advantage
in Friday night's 3 2 106s at Washington. drop
ping them to second in the NI4_ in power-play
efficiency But they showed the slump was ;ust
a one-game problem by scoring or their first
three man advantages in a four goal first period
Sunday and coasting past New Jersey 5-2 The
return of center Kelly Kittio, who missed the last
three games with a groin injury, perked up the
Rangers power play Kisio set up the second
goal and scored the third
Elsewhere in the NHL on Sunday, it was Pitts
burgh 5, Washington 5; Los Angeles 5, Winnipeg 3, Hartford 5, Buffalo 5; Philadelphia 4.
the New York Islanders 3, Edmonton 6, Ouebec
3, and Chicago 6, St. Louis 2.
WALES CONFERENCE
Patric* Division
W L T Pte GF GA
NY Rangers
32 22 10 74 240 200
31 27 7 69 217 203
Philacielphia
rgh
IRISIbu
Now jiney
32 27 4 68 274 239
26 26 11 63 219 209
2531
4 60 203 217
Washington
NY islanders
21 35 8 50 187 238
Aden* Derision
1-Boston
36 10 8 80 238 215
1-Montreal
32 24 8 72 218 200
28 28 7 63 189 206
Harlon!
jttalo
23 25 15 61 220 220
12 41 11 35 183 290
Lebec
CAMPBELL CONFERENCE
None Division
W I TPts GF GA
38 18 7 83 253 201
,St Loom
3120 6 62 214 167
-C hicago
26 31 8 60 224 243
Detroit
ke neeola
21 32 11 53 203 219
17 39
Tommie
Smythe Div 36 7 41 184 262
36 20 7 79 266 202
Los Angeles
34 21 7 75 265 202
Calgary
Edmonton
30 29 4 sa 219 211
*neon
22 33 11 55 220 234
22 36 7 51 1913 253
Vancouver
octinched playoff berth
Saturday's Games
&Maio 5, Hartford 4
Philadelphia 5 N V islanders 3
Calgary 10, Cortex 8
Terbelo 3 Montreal 3 tie
Vancouver 5. Detroit 2
Chicago 3, lAnnesota 3 be
St Louis 9 Boston 2

Basketball
BOWLING GREEN. Ky - Shyronda
two free throws put Alabama-Birmingham
ahead for good Sunday as the Lady Blazers
beat No 8 Western Kentucky 76-68 in a Sun
Bell Conference game, snapping the Lady TopPets' 21-game winning streak The Lady Toppers (23-2, 3-1 Sun B61) lost the lead with 2.38
left to play when Mifflin's shots put Alabama Birmingham (20-8, 6-0) ahead 89-88 Jacque
Nero had 31 points and 12 rebounds for the
Blazers, Mifflin added 16 points and Valetta
Buckner 14 Lea Lang paced Western with 16
points, Mary Taylor had 13, Kim Norman 12,
Renee Westrrloreland 11 and Paulette Monroe
10.
• • • •
ALBANY, Go - Florida meets Alabama and
No 16 Mississippi takes on Mississippi Stale in
the opening round of the Southeastern Conference women's basketball tournament at the
James H Gray Civic Center Friday night. Pairings for the event, featuring three of the
nation's top five powers, were competed Sunday on the final day of regular season confer
ence action Third-ranked Georgia, which went
9-0 to capture the conference championship, is
the No 1 seed and fifth-ranked Auburn was
seeded second over No 4 Tennessee. the No
3 seed Louisiana State, ranked 121h nationally,
is seeded fourth
Ore quarterfinals are see for Saturday with
LSU meeting fifth seeded Kentucky at 1 pm
EST and Tennessee taking on sixth-seeded
Vanderbilt at 3 The night session has Georgia
taking on the Florida-Alabama winner at 7 and
Auburn meeting the Ole Miss Mississippi State
winner at 9 The semifinals are set for Sunday
afternoon and the championship game for Mon
day night, March 4
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Like a good neighbor, State Farm Is There.

While the NCAA Tournament spotlight is just a glimmer of hope for
most collegiate athletic Learns, the Murray State rifle team is once again
making its plans for a trip to the nationals.
The Racer Vies qualified to compete in the NCAA Shooting Championships for the 12th consecutive year - or every year the championship
has been held - with its team and three individ als preparing for the
March 12-17 championship at West Point, N.Y.
The championships consist of both team and indi dual
ompetition, and only the nation's top eight teams qualify.
Murray met its chief competition, defending national champion West
Virginia, on Sunday at Murray State's Stewart Stadium range, with the
Mountaineers posting a school record while claiming victories in both
smallborc and air rifle competition.
"We knew West Virginia would be tough," MSU coach Elvis Green
said. "But it's especially hard to beat them when they shoot a school
record in air rifle."
West Virginia posted a 1560 team score in the event, led by Ann Pfiffner, whose 394 led all competitors. Murray State's "Gold" squad was
second at 1513, lcd by Ann Tully's 386.
In smallbore, West Virginia outscored MSU Gold 4636-4574, with the
Mountaineers' Gary Hardy taking individual honors with an aggregate
score of 1164. Rusty Kendle was MSU's leader with 1152.
"Our shooters have worked hard during the last two- to three weeks in
getting themselves prepared for the NCAA Championships," Green said.
"Right now our scores would put us around sixth overall, but we feel like
we can eventually place in the top four."
Both Murray's smallborc team and air rifle team qualified for the
championships. Tully, Kendle, Beth Herzman and Chris Curtis comprise
the smallbore squad, while the air rifle Learn includes Tully, Herzman,
Karen Harbaugh and Don Martin.
Tully qualified individually in air rifle, while Herzman and Kendle
qualified in smallbore.
• • • •
Since 1983, either Murray State or West Virginia has won the NCAA
title, with Murray winning the national championship in 1985 and 1987.
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Team injuries and an improved
Middle Tennessee squad prevented
Murray State's Lady Racers from
successfully defending their Ohio
Valley Conference indoor track
championship over the weekend in
Murfreesboro, Tn., while the MSU
men's team came within a point of
repeating as champions.
Meanwhile, in men's tennis
action, Alabama defeated Murray
State 7-2 in Tuscaloosa, Ala.
In the OVC Indoors, the Lady
Racers received some inspirational
performances but still finished second to Middle Tennessee 81-60 in
the team competition. Eastern Kentucky was third with 53 points, fol=
lowed by Tennessee State (24),
Austin Peay (5) and Morehead (0).
Tennessee Tech did not field a
team.
"Middle really has a hot team,"
said MSU women's coach Margaret Simmons. "We knew they
would be hard to beat. They've
really put it together in track and
field."
MSU's Natasha Brown was the
'Individual star of the field events,
winning the triple jump (39-5A
and placing second in the lOng
jump (19-9) and high jump (5-4).
"Brown had a very good meet,"
Simmons said. "She had a very
good series in the triple jump. One
of Middle's girls was ahead of her
going into the last jump, and
Natasha had to jump that 39-5 just
to beat her."
Dcdre Jackson won the shot put
at 43-5 3/4, with teammate Wendy
Atkinson second.
Crystal Roberson and Stephanie
Salem took firsts in running
events, with Roberson claiming the
800-meter run in 2:16.10 and
Salecm winning the 400 in 55.59.
The Lady Racer mile relay and
two-mile relay teams each finished
second.
"Roberson had a good meet and
Salecm did well considering that
she wasn't 100 percent," Simmons
said. "She has a leg injury and
(sprinter) Anna Cherry had the flu.
"Overall we had 12 bests, even
though some of them didn't place,"
Simmons said.
Middle Tennessee also won the
men's indoor title, prevailing over
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Murray State by a narrow 68-67
margin. Eastern (40), Morehead (8)
and Austin Peay (0) rounded out
the competition in the invitational
meet, which does not count in the
official OVC All-Sports standings.
As expected, the Racers fared
well in the sprints, with Seibert
Straughn winning the 200-meter
(21.37) and 400-meter (46.84)
events. Terry Harcwood finished a
strong second in the 400.
Stevon Roberts won the 800-meter run in 1:52.89, with Carl Dillard and John Ackerman finishing
third and fourth.
Greg Deaves won the shot put
with a toss of 46-9, with Brian
Church and Chris Cain third and
fourth, and the MSU mile relay
team defeated Eastern Kentucky by
almost two seconds, posting a winning time of 3:13.54.
TENNIS
Scott Yarbrough and the doubles
team of Paolo Casanova and Tomas
Hult picked up the only Racer wins
in men's tennis action Sunday in
MSU's 7-2 loss at Tuscaloosa.
Yarbrough, a sophomore,
defeated Alex Canavati 6-1, 6-4 at
No. 5 singles while Casanova-Hult
earned a hard-fought 7-5, 7-5 victory' over Cecil Brandon and Warren Ruttenberg in the No. 2 doubles slot.
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Lose Weight - Tone Up • Don't Wait - Start Now
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Special Good
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Friday Night Buffet
Bar-B-Q Ribs, Pond Raised Catfish
Fillets, Fried Chicken, Country Ham
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17 West Ky. counties eligible
to compete in "Think Science"
kindergarten
Students
from
through grade 12 from a 17-county
area in West Kentucky are eligible to
compete in the two divisions of the
1.5th annual Murray State University
Regional Science Fair April 12-13.
-Think Science" is the theme for
the event, which includes a high
school division at the('urns Center on
Friday. Apnl 12, and a middle
school/elementary division at the
West Kentucky Livestock Show and
Exposition Center on Saturday, Apnl
Registration will be at 8 a.m. each
day, with judging to begin at 9:30 a.rn
The deadline for entries in each
division is March 22.
Sponsors are the College of Scier,..e a: Murray State and representaes of regional businesstindustry
Among past contributors are:
Air Products &Chemicals. Bank of
Marshall County, Bank of Murray,
B F- Goodrich, General.Tire & RubHutson Company , Inc., Mir.
PennWali
ATO •
,
Peopies Bank of Munn*
Petter Sppi South CC
Be. and Westvac,'

eLASSIFIEDS

Students in the high school division
compete in nine categones — biochemistry. botany, chemistry, geosciences, mathematics, medicine and
health, microbiology, physics and
engineering, and zoology.
One high school project will be
selected for invitation to the lntema
Bona! Science and Engineering Fair in
Orlando, Fla.. in May.
Middle school/elementary students
compete with individual and group
projects in six categorics - botany.
chemistry, geosciences.'mathematics
physics and zoology.
Packets about the fair have been
circulated to the schools. Anyone who
needs more information should contact a local school or Molly Ross in the
office of the dean of the College of
Scicn,:e at Murray State at 762-2886
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Home
Furnishings

TELEPHONE SALES
earn extra cash weekly
making morning or evening
phone sales No expo,'
ence necessary Cheerful
enthusiastic personality
helpful Ideal for students
retirees and homemakers
Hourly wage plus bonuses
to 810hr
Call Judy
759 1226

1 QUEEN size bedroom
suite $400 1 Aqua Glass
hottub 7x8' $2000 Early
American breakfast set
$175 3 piece desk chest.
plus dresser' $285 recliner
$85 753 4873

Moles

OFFICE SPACE
FOR RENT
Close to
Square on

Court

5th St
S16000 per month
Call Ted Delaney
753-1916 for more

information
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ALLIANCE

Course at MSU aids
hazard development

GLASS Work Auto glass
plate glass window glass
repair storm windows and
doors also patio door
glass glass table tops and
mirrors MiSG Complete
Glass Co Dixieland Center
502 753 0180
TRANSFER your home
movies to video tapes Call
Donna Darnell 759 9246

Hazard Communication I raining
v.LU be offered on Tuesday Feh 26
from 8 a m. to noon in room 205
Roy SIC'.. - S!!1•7••• /kit;!!'2%, c',.
UrlIVr‘
The
personnel to clevelo;' a ha,,
munication program &signed to meet
their companies needs Safety
sheets, labels. training guidelines
an OSHA compiiance audit sheet v.
he provided and discussed
The fee for the course is S25( per
person v.I'2,
,grou-,
r rates ,Isa:latlie For
more informati,. ,- •
panonal Safet
Center at ;502; 762-;31s5

CANCER
INSURANCE

VCR Service
All Brands

Ward-Elkins
753-1713

No age limit to apply It
your present policy s
over 10 years old •
not cover some 0,
666 e4341.601 treatments
as chemother
ror 'roe snlorma

Tme

ow,

)• g

AN*

I s SI 'a; 1.7
-P•.• •Otpe

411 4 A ••

• .war :•4 2

,.. :

r, LAO

Septic Tank Service

A-Oninw, *4 lie
..414
. owns caabon
Steel*, 314144
41
3,22,
,423
'MS 3364 38 pia

Excavating • Hauling • Pumping
Asphalt Cutting • Sewer • Water
U.S T. & Contar inated SoiL Remo'-4.

A OA ••••

For Stackng

?f•

LOST male Golden Lab
%verve( in Lynn Grove
area If found please call
Kevin Garland at 435 4518
or 492 8500 Reward

lawny

-4

Brent Allen
Ditching
759-1515
s,„„

4J OCA Al•k }IQ
I ...10
1-,e•

'406-1434011

Fish Wagon, inc.
Route I, iss
Nansalaurs, Ananias 12432

/979

at

HEALTH
INSURANCE
PROFESSIONALS
NEEDED
TO MARKET
OUTSTANDING
NEW MAJOR
MEDICAL
PRODUCT
We offer:
+Top commissions.
+Six months commis
sion advance on submitted APP business.
+Leads available.
+NO association dues
or fees.
+Free Major Medical
and Life Insurance for
you and your family
(Must qualify.)
*AM. Best • A-rc
Superior rated corn
early.

BABYSITTER needed in
Lynn Grove area Sit in your
Tome Evenings and
••••• ends 435 4000

LICENSED agents wanted
Excellent life insurance
product ,High commis
sions excellent benefit
Call
package
502 554 1131 collect
MURRAY based home
medical equipment c,om
pan y has openings for con]
lied respiratory therapist or
indrvidual eligible for cent)
cation Excellent benefit
program Salary to corn
mensurate with expert
since Send resume to PO
Boo 1040A Murray Ky
42071

THE FAR SIDE

UP to $15 hour processing
mail weekly check guaran
teed Free details write
SD 12610 Central, Suite
255 TKY Chino CA 91710
WANTED someone to
keep children ages (8811)
on school days when sick
anclicir nights Want to buy
used refrigerator and wash
ing machine 759 4713
WENDY S is now hiring for
day shift Must be available
between the hours of
7 4pm Must be able to
work weekends Apply at
store daily between 2 4pm

trips
+Convention
(Must qualify.)
+Unlimited income
potential.
+Vested renewal,.

Situation
*ameba
CARING to care for the
elderly in their home Best
reference 901 232 8693
Margaret
CHRISTIAN lady will care
for elderly lady during day
3.82 2831

Ronnie Taylor
502-781-7270
9 a.m.-12 Noon
502-749-5404
12 Noon-5 p.m.

13 IMMEDIATE OPEN
INGS NEED a lob? A
GED? Hope for the future?
You may quality if 'You do
not have your GED or high
school diploma 'You are
between the ages of 16 &
21 We are an E 0 E This
project is funded by the
Western Kentucky Private
Industry Council J TP A
Call JTPA Out Of School
7 5 3
9 3 7 8
aa m 11 30a m
NEED money to pay winter
bills? Flexible hours free
gift with interview
753 0171

By GARY LARSON

IFT/T711711

NIGHT time waitress
needed Must be 21 years
of age Apply in person at
Bog Apple Cate Puryear
TN 901 247 5798
R5'/LPN's

Ready

for

a

Try Universal Horne
Ilealth Care, We are commit
tol,to the care of patients ot all
ages in their home environ
menu. Traditional nursing in a
non, traditional setting Part
urne/full- Lime openings for
flexible nursing professionals
Venous shifts available and
very competitive wages. En
'try the rewards of in-home
care working one-on-one with
someone in your area Call
Tashi for more information
1- 800-593-0104 Universal
home Health Care, EOE

SHI
iZOC
V ICA

ren1
pan

WA
Wh,
tror
star
No(

ASHLEY wood stove
couch/chair rattan papa
san chair and stool glass
top coffee and end tables 2
lamps 753 5382 after 6prn
753 2842 days Ask for
Usa

IfICX

753

BEDROOM furniture 1
dresser with mirror, night
stand and twin bed $225
Peach'gray'white twin
comforter with 2 peach bal
loon valance $40, full size
peach wicker headboard
$40 girls 12in bike with
training wheels $15 30in
avocado electric stove
good condition $75
759 1293 after 5 30pm

10)
$80

14:
489

191
all
be'
plia
pin
75:

COUCH, chair loveseat
$100 753 5981 after 5pm

2 1
chc
son

FEATHER mattresses ex
cellent condition $30 each
474 0115

090

If you are interested in
an unparalleled opportunity for career
growth in the Health
Insurance
Industry,
call.

JOB Opportunities in Aus
Valia Openings available in
several areas will train For
info call 708 742 8620
est 1126

753-4199
.* • AO

DUE to expansion into the
Marshall County area the
personnel department of
Pepsi Cola wilt accept application and interview at
Marshall County Chamber
of Commerce Benton Ky
on Thurs Feb 28 and
Mon March 4 1 4pm It
you are interested in a re
warding career opportunity
which includes route deify
ery with an excellent driving
training program and sales
training program please
apply at these times or
send resume to PO Box
1070 Marion III 62959
•EXTRA INCOME
Earn $200 $500 weekly
mailing novelty gift items
For more information send
a stamped envelope to Inc
P0 Box 602139 North
Miami FL 33261

Jerry McConnell
Insurance

•-4X Fish Day

lOs. K.

home health phystsian
iYailahle at Pariskay Reg
,onal Hospital in Fultori, Ky
Prior supervisory expencnue
preferred Good employee
hrelICIlis Salary negotiable
Applications available at
, 8 Spit
sw tchhoarci Men
WI- Parkway Regional
Hospital 2000 Holiday lane
Ky

iNSTRUCTION
LEARN ro OnivE
TRAcToR TRAILER

Dtrekt&tr

k
of

I would like
to buy
Burley
Tobacco
Base
Please Call
492-8566

RECENTLY retired lady of
lice worker and sales clerk
would like a part time
bookkeeping or general of
lice position in Murray For
references write PO Box
1040R Murray Ky 42071
WILL babysit in my home
day or night References
available 753 1182
WILL sit with sick or elderly
Day or night 437 4560 at
ter 4pm
WORK wanted Certified
nurses aid will stay with the
sick in their home Nights
preferred Experienced arid
references 247 9685

241
sell
sul.
cell
tio
Grc

MAPLE dining table with 2
leaves $150 Whirlpool
washer (needs pump) and
dryer avocado $75 tapestry chair $200 blue plaid
chair $10 truck tool box
and bed mat $45 100gal
aquarium with wood ca
binet 8150 759 1322

CL
lot

Hoi

MATCHING hide a bed
couch char, coffee table
$200 489 2218

NE
3br
the
be.
$12
Ho,
T
FE
wid
2b
pro
me
wa
52"r

QUEEN size waterbed with
pence pedestal 2 years
old 753 3947
QUEEN size waterbed
753 0626
SEARS premium roll away
bed Like new Single size
interspring mattress $175
435 4589
SMALL dining table with
leaf and 4 chairs
437 4092

SH
elei
tan

165

100
Opportunky

Ant***

BECOME part of a $24
billion cash business Smal
investment required
TURN KEY VENDING
1 800-362 VEND

OLD ORIENTAL RUGS
Wanted any size or condi
Don Call 1 800 443 7740

Noi
Pat

861 FORD 30 Ferguson
tractor, Massey Ferguson
pickup disk
manure
spreader
753 5463
753 0144

0F
16(
am
sys
tai
75;

change?

•••-••••■••10e--

NANCY
VVAWCOOTIOI
1VIC N.EAA

=TV
ce,
00011E5'WOrf
'

T
f

";40,)

r7.*. a

TELEPHONE sales people
needed Day and evening
shifts available Apply in
person 104N 5th St Room
205 between 10 4
weekdays

.
I -e.) $• - ',
• ...a

---'j7f
i
r
_$,:i.34
......

Alt:4818114.

11,

r;

•

Wait wait. wait
I m confused Bob. you're the
one who s claiming your Siamese twin, Frank,
anges into a werewolf every full moon?"

'..
•
'

-.06.•••••":

GARFIELD

/
SIGH r

HAVE TC, 20S0MET•4140C4 TC66
APP A ii
ExCiTr E .**
f
L

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

ENTREPRENEURS Get
yourself in possession of
the facts while the timing is
right You can t afford to
Call
miss this one
800 395 8537
LOCAL vending route pr
iced for quick sale Corn
support
pany
1 800 274 8088

TV\
Ma

210

VIER

Firewood

1975 79 CAMPER 24 28f1
Priced reasonably
753 3642 days 753 5738
nights

FIREWOOD for stove and
furnace Seasoned and
greenwood Cut to your or
der 753-9808,474 8086
A FIREWOOD for sale
437 4667

ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753 9433
after 5pm

FIREWOOD for sale Also
tree service 436 2562
436 2758

CASH for mobile home
tires $7 $12 each We will
remove 527 2932

759 9739

WOOD for sale 753 9745

2-10
JETSKI 753 3006
ACROSS

30

Answer to Previous Puzzle

'sales

Condition)
40 High
42 Matte happy

•••:

B A D
S4T-P TA T T
eE GO
H
• +
T E L
ER
11111C-1H E
P
•
EA R
AG
'Fi•E N
T * R* 1 0
G RA
A.N.G E •
18 0
M. I .L
ALE
SiEEDS

45 Secret agent
47 Blemish
49 Falsifier
50 Antitoxins
52 March date
54 1971 Best
Supporting
Actress nits
55 Apiece abbr
56 reels regret

17737WeirrITICII
'.

Y.!

F droe

islands

€1 Spoors
Ei:t Occupant
65 Move
sidewise
66 Wonder ID
67 Born in the

6•6•-r ;_
wit

-4
.
6 "4_4448
-•:-..,,
-...
..;14
2
;usc
HP.G5

1 1 62o
.....:(
AE

e.

SA

3 Printer s
measure
4 Headliner
5 Engine
6 Church
dignitary
7 Auricle
8 Church part

DOWN

-.E

! ,-;SA.A.P.,.
- E2 /

-

_

"6:66 1,

1 Devoured
2
chip

t>t ts•-• -•
'
.
L,

4
; -*

..,

7

6

8

,._,- rt.i.ii
ji
.-;.-• ,

sriem.":

••

12

Is

16
•
20

17

lUll
22

.
26

30

29

NEWS

UUd
31

32

KILLERS ON DEAT 6 MONTHS LATER
ROW ESCAPE, KILLERS STILLAT LA
Gual NosaiDEL •
ROM PROMISE QU1C
CAPTURE
peasseeAR

POU CI PROMISE QUI
CAPTURE WHER£ARE
wow
de

36UU

ill

39

33

41

40

42

44

1o,41. .**4

46

4.146

5ri

51

,5

55

1

U

2

II
5/

49
53

dUIUUMI

III
I65

54
59

64

III
66

67

60

UI
II

MIscalanoioue
2 CHEST freezers 2 up
right freezers 2 retrigera
tors. 36' Commercial else
grill, 4'x12'outdoor plastic
commercial sign face
753 8080 ask for Bill
ELECTRIC mortar mixer 1
bag capacity 110 or 210
volt $300, 10011 heavy duty
cord $50 extra 753 9400

ALPINE security system for
auto $150 753-9524

DEE

9 Roman 51
10 Cuts
12 Silver symbol
14 Income in
Paris
17 Hastens
20 Blessing
23 Note of scale
24 Near
25 Conspiracy
27 Affection
'30 Pierce
32 Pellet
35 Geometric
plane curve
37 Secular
38 Item of
property
39 Lances
41 Mine vein
43 Claws
44 Teutonic
deity
46 12 mos
48 Temporary
shelters
51 Dry
53 Cook slowly
57 Cloth
measure
58 Tin symbol
60 Greek letter
62 Three-toed
sloth
64 Gold symbol

UI

37

AfewERE PNEY ARE
38

14

23
18

34
4=

10

18

21

2411 26

NEWS

9

--'*965
;g0144.1.. •

1 ---4,-"4•7*
co, ii

OLD Winchester rifles
single action Colt pistols
civil war artifacts Guns
swords etc Ask for Larry
753 3633

LITTLE girls clothes for
sale Size 21, 3T Some are
new 753 8822
MILLIONAIRES

BLONDIE

•1'6'J
C64-_
36":6_6464-_, CO*6.04)1/ 64).C.6
--e
/
-6 --E62 .464662.'

T
RA
Ti

JUNK cars and trucks Ask
for Larry 753 3633

MIL-

LIONAIRES

PANG

BURN'S CANDY

IS BACK

IN

MURRAY.

Charlie's

Sate- T Pharmacy.

PAGEANT dress and ac
cessones Red with white
lace Size 31 759-1758
PROM dress size 11 12
green $75 753 6853 after
4pm
SOUTHERN Bell prom
dress worn 1 time Size 9
489-2101

SUNTAN booth 753 3488
TINY Tot Onginal6 pageant
dresses Purple metallic
size 5 hischeewhrte lace
size 4 Other 81206 and
colors available 759 1142
after 3pm $25-$125
WHITE floor length prom
dress size 10 $100
7538869 after 6pm

FABRIC BARGAINS 99-st
sale 99e sale' 99( sale'
Country Remnants Hwy
68/641 Draffenville, Ky.
(next ID B01111174, Marshall
County) 10am-5prn. MonSat

INN

ABM

CHRISTOPHER'S COINS
is still at Ox Yoke Antiques
(Hazel) Treasure House
and Book Rack (Murray)
Also mail order service
Send for free price list and
'Collection A' 15 different
US coins 'Collections B •
21 different foreign coins,
$695 each $1295 both
Poot paid 2 wk satisfaction guaranteed Free gift
with every inquiry Christo
pher s Goons 1605 West
Main Murray Kentucky
42071 We buy coins and
appraise estates
7534161
WOODEN storage build
irigs 8x16 starts at $1095
10x16 $142450 12x24
$2395 Other sizes avail
able Acree Portable Build
Ingo 502 247 7831

2sa
Business
Services
FROST FREE rafrigaratoi
Exc•Ilent condition
753 5234 474 2327 after
4W*,

PRIVATE Investigate
D B A Confidential Invest)
gabons, Southold(' Shop
ping Center Suite 5102
Murray. 753 2641

1.

V't
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CLASSIFIEDS

us

bedroom
iqua Glass
000 Early
akfast set
esk chest.
85 recliner

id stove
ttan papa
,tool glass
rd tables 2
?after 6pm
Ask for

SHARP copiers Author
id dealer for sales ser
vice supplies parts and
rental units Local corn
pany Call 1 800 248 4319
WANT a faster refund/
Why pay more for elec
Ironic filing/ Our prices
start at $20001 Call Hodge
Noel and Associates the
income tax professionals at
753 6069 or 759-1425

loveseat
after 5pm

TOSSOS @X

$30 each

able with 2
Whirlpool
pump) and
$75 tape
blue plaid
s tool box
15 100gal
wood ca
1322

ide a bed
iflee table

terbed with
2 years
waterbed

n roll away
Single We
ress $175
table with
chairs

Mobile
Kornis For Salo
10x45 MOBILE home
$800 437 4439
14x65 SUNSHINE nice
489 2430 after 6pm

CLAYTON 1991 14 wide
lots of options Only
$9 995 Gateway Mobile
Homes 527 1427
NEW 1991 14 x70' Clayton
3br 2 bath You must see
the quality and decor in this
beautiful home Only
$13,900 at Gateway Mobile
Homes 527 1427
REPOSSESSIONS - 2 14
wides take your choice 3br
2 bath real nice Make ap
proximately 2 back pay
ments and move in Gate
way Mobile Homes
527-1427

SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br
electric or gas Walking distance to college 753 5209
TRAILER for rent No pets
Northivind Mobile Home
Park 753 9866
300

oat

1
Ferguson
Ferguson
manure
53 5463

Business
Rentals
complex
OFFICE
1600sq ft Central heatair,
ample parking, security
system $550 per mo Con
tact Kopperud Realty
753 1222 or 753-3.372
TWO office suite
Maple 753 8964

500

Livestock
& Supple*

1BR upstairs apartment,
stove and refrigerator furnished 753 6148 after
5 30pm

HORSES saddles bridles
blankets and other items
Call or see Roger Hudson
753 4545 759 1823
We buy and sell new/used
horse stock trailers Fair
prices for good used trailers Call us first! 759 4-408

28R house or 2br apart
ment near downtown
753 4109
2BR apartment in Northwood $260/rrio 753-3964

380

AKC Chow puppy 8 weeks
old blond Farmington
345-2071
AKC puppies various
breeds Shih tzu Lasha s
Poodles, many more
615 746-5355
BASSETT and Dachshund
mix 6 weeks old $10 each
759 1217

2BR duplex Stove, re
trigerator furnished A/C
No pets $265 Call
753 9612
2BR off 94E Water turn
shed No pets Deposit.
$200/mo Call 753 8848
before 8pm

HAVE an obedient, well
mannered, safe dog You
train classes or we train
Professional certified trainers serving Murray for over
12 years 436 2858

LARGE 2br, w/d hook-up,
garage, mini blinds 1602
Main $275 Coleman RE
753 9898

MUST sell male Himalayan
Persian cat We're allergic
Make offer
to him
753 2846 after 5pm

3BR family room fireplace,
living and dining room
Central HA stove and re
frigerator
No pets
492 8634

REGISTERED Lab pup
pies 2 yellow 5 black $100
each 435 4481 759 1958
Peg's Dog
753 2915

CONDOMINIUM Ground
floor unit with garage low
utilities wheelchair acces
sible 753 3293

for sale
sale Also
436 2562

COMMERCIAL property
2800sq ft next to golf
course on N 16th and Ut
terback Rd 753 0521 or
436 2165 after 5pm
KOPPERUD REALTY offers a complete range of
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
homes, all prices
753-1222 toll free
1-800 251 HOME Ext
711L

NEW 2br duplex Appliances,energy effiaent,
owner occupied 1821
Ridgewood Dr 753-7457.
TAKING applications for
secton 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1 2 & 3 bed
rooms Apply Hilldale Apts
Hardin, Ky
or call
502 437 4113 EHO

PROPERTY for sale Located in Coles Campground Penny and Kirksey
community Small acreage
or mini farm Ca11489 2161
after 6pm
AUCTION your real estate
property to settle your es
tate Call Wilson Real Es
tate 753 3263 or Wayne
Wilson 753-5086, or Dan
Miller 4354144

5BR 1 full bath 2 half baths
$390/mo plus deposit
753 9826

Rom

Lots
For Saki

It's easy when you're working for The Prudential, a
company listed in The 100 Best Companies to Sell
For We give you the tools to start out with — topof-the-line training and financial support And then
your drive and concern about others do the rest
Rick Martin, Manager
'71, 130 Batt Cconp•naa
Sala Fa
3553 Park Plaza Rd
14 0 Notary end Fta Pei* Last
Paducah, Ky 42001
1-800-264-0950

Osoup

S.

putl.Frad by Aar, tee.
Inc Pepe Yon, INS

LOTS for sale Gatesborts
area 7530800, 759 4577
150
Farms
For Sale

&

62 ACRES located on Old
Paris Rd Home with 4 bed
rooms 1 bath 97 acres
tobacco base, pond and 6
outbuildings Fenced MLS
*2669 Phone Kopperud
Realry 753-1222

Be a part of The Rock.*
A. Fooaal cpporiLaNty

753 9745

rers 2 up
2 retrigera
social elec
loor plastic
,ign face
or Bill

tar mixer 1
10 or 210
heavy duty
753 9400

ThePrudential
Weal I Ns nvonto n.s.a CA•^4.,
11

RN Circulators, Certified Techs &
LPNs with Surgical Tech. experience
needed. Full time/part time & PRN
openings. Must be able to take call.
Experience preferred. Salary competitive.
Call

1S COINS
ke Antiques
ure House
k (Murray)

1100sq ft 3br, 1 bath Garage, 2 blocks from university Mid $40s 753-1404.
7536128
145 WOODED acres Just 6
miles from downtown 5
bedrooms 2 5 baths Ger
amic baths fireplace hardwood floors Beautiful setting MLS *2986 $82,000
Phone Kopperud Realty
753-1222

Community Hospital
Mayfield, KY
247-5211 ext. 142
or 247-2300

A1NS - 994
99e sale!
ants Hwy
iville, Ky.
A, Marshall
5prn, Mon

3BR 1/i bath brick Panorama Shores 2 car garage,
many extras 753-6339

Real Estate Auction
Saturday, March 2nd - 12 p.m. Rain or Shine
I mile west of Murray Country Club. 1/2 m. south
of Hwy. 121 on Doc Wallis Road. On paved road.

3BR 1'A bath ranch Vinyl,
carport, utility room 12'x20
outbuilding Gas heat and
A/C 502 247 9490

Sr SefVIC8

rice list and
15 different
bOiis B
eign coins
12 95 both
k satistac
I Free gift
ory Chnsto
1605 West
Kentucky
, coins and
estates

'age build
ts at $1095
50 12x24
sizes avail
'table Build
831

vestrgator
itual Invest
side Shop
kiite 11102
41

3BR 1 bath in city Fenced
backyard Low utilities and
priced in $30s Call
753 4.801

a

••

am....rm.

3BR 2 acres Stella area
$45,000 Consider trade
with house and more land
489-2303

I

,
."11111

3BR 2 bath brick in city with
new carpet paint and wall
paper Fireplace with in
sect 2 car garage large
outbuilding Immediate
possession Priced to sell
at $72,500 759 1233

- 210-

Country frame house, 3 bedroom, living room,
baths. Lots of closet storage,
kitchen, dinette,
stove, refngerator, water heater, air cond., electric
heat, nice fireplace. On 1.83 acre nice lot with 350'
road front. Nice shade trees, outbuildings. Now
renting for $350.00 per month. Tenant would sign
a continuance lease. Good investment property or
retirement home. 20% down day of sale, posses
sion 30 days from date of deed. Property sold as is
Detailed announcements made at sale. Inspection
from 11 a.m. until sale time day of sale or by
calling Coleman Real Estate - Broker Sponsor .
753-9898

48R bricitcrete Can be
used as single family or
duplex 2 Irvingroorns 2
kitchens 2 baths Central
HA 3 types of heat Hard
wood floors carport cable
and TV tower Private well
Aluminum covered trim
TVA approved insulation
Can be owner financed
Stella 4 miles north of Mur
ray 489 2595

Otto Chester Auction Service
435-4123 Lynn Grove, Ky.

"sis•

,
•••
,

48 Mo Closed Ed Lease

."'"' • %.

•

-

'
14titrn

•
•

1976 OLDS 98 2 door
runs good $225 firm
753 2596

1979 LTD 2 door, 302 auto
matc $550, 1980 Mazda
truck 5-speed, long bed
Motorcycles
$650. 1979 EL Camino
Sport 305 V 8. loaded
1983 HONDA CR250 Very
$2650 7,3 9181 or see at
good condition 492 8298
5 Points Auto Repair 8101,
after 5pm
Coldwater Rd
180
Atite
Sersicee
('AR Stereo Installation
753-0113. Sunset Boulevard
Music Murray's Alpine Car
Audio Specialist, Dixieland
Center, 1 hlock frorn Wit
di arms
MATHIS Transmission and
Automotive Service 624 N
4th St 753 6374
NEW and used tires Key
Auto Parts Hwy 121S
753-5500
490

Used
Cars

TOYOTAS COST LESS
IN MAY

Reel
Estate

FURNISHED 2br apart
rnent with carport central
HA 753 6609

CLIMB THE

Lease For Less at
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
'18' Carr e 4
r1:.2:
$26862ns •
Call Gene at 753.2617
'Pius Tea lf,tie 8 burns.

NICE 3br cabin on lake, big 1977 CHEVROLET Malibu
lot A bargain at $29,900 station wagon, very clean
Call 753 9586 before 5pm. new Ores, excellent condi
753 0292 after 5pm
ton and gas mileage $750
WATERFRONT Ky Lake will trade 759 1922
subdivision 4br 2 bath
1977 FORD T Bird $450
covered deck 354 6006
437 4742

Grooming

130

EXTRA nice 2br duplex
central HA, appliances
furnished Very clean Col
eman RE 753 9898

LOW Maintenance
2br
house with carport near
university 753 3293

CARS
'80 Toyota Camry .....11,987
'89 Pont. Grand PI LE 01,987
19 Toyota Car ...,.........'6.987
19 Toyota Celia GT..... 10,917
19
Toloti Car* DX..........17,987
BUck Pat
'81 Toyota Cressida „.......13,487
18 Chevy Craro..............'9487
18 Toyota Cariry
11 Pont. Bcont. LE ......01,987
17 BP i.s.................0214487
......0'5,487
17 Chevy
'87 Toyota Corolla......... _15,987
16 Chry. 5th Ave...............'7487
'86 Chevy
15 Honda Acccrd DX....'7,487
'86 Pont. Sunbid GT......, 85,987
16 Toy. Ccrolla
'85 Buick Pat Ate............'5,487
15 Peugeot 505 ST1.0.0..1,487
'35 Olds Cira
14 Olds Cutts Sq....0_1,917
'84 Buil Cent. USA 0..0...1,417
'14 Ol!s Delta
14 Toyota
11 Toyota Covolta............1,987
78 Buick LeSatie.............12,987
71 Datsun
77 Fad LTD II...................187
.....
73 Dodge

TRUCKS
19 Toyota gab 4g......'10.487
19 Ford Ranger XLT.........1,717
19 Chevy
'89 Toyota
11 Toyota 4Runner.... '11,487
11 Plrouth Voyager...11487
'87 Toy. SRS 4 Pinner -110,981
'87 }Audi
17 Toyota 1 Tr............. '6,917
'86 Isuiu Troccer
'86 isuzu
16 Ford F150 XLT
'85 GKS15.....................'2,381
'85 Dodge Re 150 SE.....'517
15 Toyota lcog
'11 Chevy
10 Toyota Pp
10 Ford C4,istcm 4x4..... 1,917
Aubrey Hatcher
Calvert • Greg Bradshaw
Tom Thurman
Chris Bearden, Bus Mgr.
Chad Cochran, Gen. Mgr.

1979 MERCURY Cougar
$1000 OBO 753-1412 be
tore 5pm 759-4166 alter
5pm
1980 TOYOTA Tercel 2
door 5 speed 96.000 twig'
nal miles excellent condi
Don $1200 Can be seen at
Key Auto Parts M F 85
'53.5500 or 753 3433
1981 TOYOTA high miles
40mpg Great shape
502 623 6956
1985 FORD Escort 4 door
hatchback 5 speed, 81xxx
miles $1800 After 4pm
435 4487
1986 V6 SIERO SE red.
gray interior, loaded
47,000 miles Excellent
condition $5650 759 4017
after 6pm
1988 BRETTA GT $5400
Call 759-1974 or 4374631
1998 THUNDERBIRD
turbo coupe Great shape
all the extras 49xxx miles
Phone 527-3762
1988 THUNDERBIRD
$7049 753 7271
1989 DELTA 88 Royale
53,000 miles very nice and
all the butl°ns.$7450' 1988
Firebird very nice 69,000
miles, white letter tires, nice
wheels $5650, 1985 Cut
ass Supreme loaded, very
niaa $3750, 1983 Cutlass
2 door, white letter Ores, tilt,
guise $1850 492-8884
(;OVERNMF:NT SETZED
Vehicles from $100. Fords.
Mercedes. Corvettes Chevys
Surplus. Buyers Guide. (I)
SOS 962-K(XX) Ext. S-h155
GOVERNMENT SEIZED
vehicles from $100 Corvet
tes, Chevys Porsches and
other confiscated proper
ties For Buyers Guide
I800)772:9212 ext 1774
Also open evenings and
weekends
1984 CUTLASS 2 door
$1800 759 1449

ALPHA Builders Carpen
try, remodeling porches
roofing concrete drive
ways painting mainte
nance etc Free estimates
489 2303

CUNNINGHAM S Heating
and Cooling Service Corn
pieta service on all central
cooling all makes and
models Call Gary at
759 4754

ANY remodeling building
painting 8 roofing Free es
timates References
435 4632

GUTTERING By Sears
Sears residential and corn
mercial continuous gutters
installed for your specthca
lions Call Sears 753 2310
for free estimate

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 maw
manufacturers Most parts
in stock on my truck All
work and parts warranted
Ask for Andy at The Ap
phanoe Works 753 2455

(3W CONSTRUCTION
Gerald Walters roofing
painting vinyl siding all
kinds of remodeling Phone
489 2267

SUREWAY Tree 8 Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment including
6051 aerial trucks and brush
chipper To assure a safer
operation at a lower corn
pettive cost Free esti
mates without obligation
Day or rine 753-5484
T C Dinh Repair and Main
tenance Plumbing and
Cleaning
Electrical
Sewer 1210/1212 Main
Street 753 6111 office
753 0606 after 5pm

VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center cleaning
servicing $15 most repairs
$35 all brands 3rd Street
Almo Open 9 12 1 5
Mon Fri 753 0530
WILL do plumbing AN guar
anteed 435 4169

FREE to good home 1:4 yr
old AKC registered male
Collie 437 4.845

HADAWAY Construction •
Home remodeling painting, wallpaper carpentry,
floor covering No sob too
small 753 4251

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore Westinghouse
Whirlpool 30 years aspen
since Bobby Hopper
436 5848

CUSTOM KITCHEN CAE44NE TS
CUSTOM WOOOWORIUNG

HAULING yard work tree
removal mowing Free es
timates 759 1683

t3ACKH0E Service ROY
HILL Junior Thorn, opera
tor 30 years experience
Septic system drive ways
hauling foundations etc
759 4664

INSULATION Blown In By
Sears TVA approved
Save on those high healing
and cooling bills Call Sears
753 2310 for free estimate

BILL Travis trucking for
gravel dirt fill sand arid
white rock 474 2779
BUILDER new homes,
garages additions remod
eling framing decks pa
Dos solar green houses
pole barns Experienced
carpentry Tripp Williams
75305.63 after 5pm
CRIM

Chlm Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior citi
ten discounts We sell chim
ney caps and screens
435 4191

COMPLETE home repair
Carpentry, electric and
plumbing also appliance
repair Including retrigera
ton and A/C 753 0318
CONTRACTOR Portable
buildings pole barns gen
oral home improvements
Quality work for less Cus
homer satisfaction guaran
teed Free estimates L E
Williams 489 2663
LICENSED- for electric
gas refrigeration Installa
Don and repair Free esti
mates 753 7203

All Types Of:
Custom Woodworking

s

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

sk
,

,
4 f

•Drop by 8 see our showroom,
(2L.

KITCHEN CABINET REMODELING with wood
grain formica all colors
Free estimates Wulff's Re
covery Murray 436 5560
A LICENSED electrical
contractor JAMES C GAL
LIMORE ELECTRIC Corn
mercial and residential fast
courteous and efficient set
vice 759 1835
LINDA'S Cleaning Service
would like to clean more
offices Currently serving
the Murray area 436 2270
MAG S Errand Service of
tens housesittng grocery
shopping, postal arid bank
irig needs etc 753-9630
Mon Fri 8-5 References
MR Chimney Chimney
cleaner 492 8561
PLUMBING
Free esti
mates Affordable rate
Same day service All work
guaranteed 753 4200
PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Gail
436 5255

FENCE Sales at Sears
now Call Sears 7512310
for free estimate for your
needs

ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing, siding,
painting plumbing con
crete Free estimates Call
474 2307

FULL electrical services
Installation/repair
Residential/commercial
753 7724

ROGER Hudson rock haul
ing gravel sand dirt drive
way rock 753 4545
753-6763,759 1823

Surgery

JRRAY r'Beerd Burr),
/53 5945

R.N.

Supervisor Needed
Must be able to function in all areas
of surgery with a background in management and schedule coordinating.
Salary negotiable
Call 247-2300 or 247-5211,
ext. 142.
Mayfield Community Hospital
Mayfield, KY 42066

4
11111

01

B 111,1 :
1

5.041.1*6-

TN ALL-BREED
SWINE SALE
Herd Boars, "F-l" Cross
and Purebred Gilts

Saturday, March 2
Loin-fat and Weight per
Day Figures on All Boars
West TN Pavilion,
Martin, TN

Show - 1 p.m.
Sale - 6 p.m.

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE
It you are under age 65 and
qualify for Medicare due to disability we offer an-excellent -Medi- •
care Supplement Policy. It pays the
$628 Part-A deductible as well as
100% of Medicare's Part B copayment amount. This benefit is
based on 200/0 of the Medicare
Allowable Charge. We also pay
20% ofthe $100 Part-B deductible.
Part-B benefits are paid in or out of
the hospital. The 1991 rate is
$58.75 per month.
For more information tall

McConnell
Insurance Agency
753-4199
Hopkbasville Federal Savings Building
"FYee local claim service"

495

Vans
1987 FORD incline van
customized Low mileage
like new 1990 S 10 Blazer
fully loaded, new
498 8740

Dial-A-Service
Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)

500

t a.mmprria

Wird
Trucks
1976 COMPLETELY modified Chevy stepside truck
Air, 350 motor, 400 trans
mission, aluminum wheels
and all accessories
753 5335 after 5pm
1979 CHEVY pickup Low
mileage, very clean
loaded 753-3942
1979 FORD F150 V 8 top
per, heavy duty trailer hitch
437 4845
1979 JEEP CJ5 V 8 ex
tras $2000 759 1958
1982 FORD Bronco 4
wheel drive Removable
top runs good depend
able $1650 474 0115
1986 MAZDA SE5 4 cylinder 5 speed, blue $3000
759 1693 after 6pm
1987 CHEVY
492 8282

S-10

1988 FORD Bronco Eddie
Bauer package Extra nice
$12,500 753 2440 after
5pm
1989 CHEVROLET S10
Topgun Excellent condi
Low mileage
non
753-7102

TOYOTA

A 8 Masonary brick block
and stone Will do any type
of large or small lobs Guar
antee quality work
489-2982 anytime

OF MURRAY
Phone
753.4961

GENERAL Repair plumb
ing roofing tree work
436 2642

515 S 12th
Murray. KY

Swims
Morsel

Services
Offered

4711

PCs
Supplies

440
stove arid
oned and
to your or
474 8086

kl..P1)SSESSED VA
& Hit) HOMES
available from government
from SI without credit
chca You rePsu Also S &
I. hallow properties Call I 805 682-7555, eat 113435
for repo hat your area

530
Used
Cars

370

280
Mobs
Somas For Rent

AL RUGS
e Of condi
443 7740

1BR furnished Close to
university and hospital
Some utilities paid
753-8756 or 753 4012

DUPLEX apartment in
1983 14x80 FLEETWOOD quiet residential area near
. all electric Central /VC 3 University 2br, appliances
bedroom 2 bath ap
$275/rno Call 753 8096 or
()fiances Porches under
753-2633
pinning Extra nice Day
753 8428. night 759 9463
duplex in Northwood
2 12 wides Take your 2BR
Appliances furnished
choice only $1,495 (Needs
$285/mo 759-4406
some repair) 527 1427
24h PERRY travel trailer,
self contained skirted insulated,underpinned Ex
cellent condition brick pa
ho, prrvacy fence See at
Grogans Trailer Court 94E

Used
Cars

2 story 3br 2 bath nice
dean house $425imo gas
central heat Close to col
lege on Farmer Ave
753 7634 before 10am or
after 4pm

BEDROOM low utilities
No pets References and
deposit required $165
753 3949

2BR 2 bath with carport
Microwave Northwood
$350/mo 759 4406

270

irniture 1
iirror night
bed $225
hite twin
peach bal
10, full size
headboard
bike with
$15 30,n
'IC stove
on $75
5 30pm

Houses
For Rani

Arir11:11

190

4190

110

320
Business
Services

Mi.irray Ledger & Times

Poison Control

753-7588
DESIGN SYSTEMS GROUP
-Custom Home Plans
'New Home Construction
•Custom Remodeling

and
Residential

James C. Gallimore
Electric Service
Phone
Etc g, Box 1075
Murray,

KY 42071

15021759-11335

Calloway County Fire & Rescue Squad

753-6952

(502) 759-1487

Murray-Calloway County Hospital

762-1100
Wayne Higgins Backhoe Service
Septic Tanks & Sewers 41p
Call l's Anytime

DIAL CONSTR CT MN
••••iatia

Remodeling, Decks, Garages & Addition
489-2739
436-5272

ALPHA BUILDERS

Remodeling, garages, decks, porches,concrete
work, chain !ink fences. Home maintenance.

759-4685

call:

No Job 1oo Small

489-2303

753-1916

Monday-Friday 8 a.m.-5 p.m. Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.

To place your ad

---
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MHS Speech Team participates in Alabama tourney
OBITUARIES
Mrs. Joyce Beach

011ie Travis
Funeral rites for 011ie Travis are
today at 2 p.m. in the chapel of
Jones Funeral Home. La Center
The Rev. Robert Dickford is officiating Burial will follow in Antioch Cemetery there.
Mr. Travis, 88. La Center, died
Friday at 8:50 p m. at Charleston
Manor Nursing Home, Charleston.
Mo.
A livestock dealer and a trucker,
he was a member and deacon of
Antioch Baptist Church.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Anna LI/3 Travis. one son, Harold
G Travis. Wickliffe. one grandson,
James M. Travis. Murray; two sisters. Mrs. Gracie Hutcherson. Taylor. Mich.. and Mrs. Lucille Long.
Forrest CIty, Ark., one brother.
Sturgil Travis. Detroit. Mich.
1

1 u rley March

The funeral for Hurley March.
was Saturday at 3:30 p.m at
Ridgely Chapel Baptist Church.
Ridgely. Tenn.. where he was a
member. Burial was in Citizens
Cemetery., Tiptonville. Term., with
Thomas Funeral Home of Dyersburg. Tenn , in charge of
arrangements
Mr. March, 59. dial Tuesday at
Baptist Memorial HoSpital, Union
Cs. Tenn. He was a fanner.
He is survived by his wife. Mrs.
Maerene March; two daughters Ms
Katina L. March, Mullins. S.C..
and Ms. Kimberly D. March.
Ridgely; six sons, Hurley J. March.
Victor Wayne March and Rodney
riaye March. Ridgely, Bryan Keith
March and Arthur Lee March. Mull.ns. and Joe T. March. Murray.
two sisters, Ms. Ruth Haliburton.
Memphis. and Ms. Myrtle Garret:
Dyersburg: one brother. RO,VC7;
S if:. Tiptonv! . .
_
r--

HOG MARKET

Mrs. ha Coltharp

Mrs. Mary Ne11 Raymer
Mrs. Mars Nell Rayner, 60. Rt
2. Pans. Tenn , formerly of Calloway County. died Sunday at 845
a.m. at Murray -Calloway County
Hospital
She was prt.w.cled in death by
three husbands, Hughie N Turner.
T W. Paschall and James Raymer.
and one daughter. Sandra Turner
Born Aug l0. 1930. in Calloway
County. she was the daughter of
the late R D kicKtrine and Estella
Donelson McKinn6
She was a member of Reorganized Church of Christ at Foundry
Hill
Survivors arc one daughter. Mrs
Patricia Snyder and husband. Hal.
Rt. 2. Huntingdon. Tenn.: one son.
Albert Turner and wife. Betty. Rt.
5, Benton. three stepdaughters,
Mrs Jean Tucker and Mrs. Ruby
Mac La:rd, Union City. Term.. and
'‘Irs Barbara Thompson. Memphis.

r

—
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Stock Market
Report
Prices as of 10 00 AM

Christ of Latter Day Saints.
Born Sept. 26, 1896, in Graves
County. she was the daughter of
the late Travis Griffin and Annie
Lawerancc Griffin.
Survivors are one daughter. Mrs
Freda Stubblefield, Rt. 1, Farmington, two sons, Fredric Coltharp, Sedalia, and Glynn Coltharp,
Blue Springs, Mo.; one sister, Mrs.
Nadine Johnson, Independence,
Mo.; two brothers, B.L. Griffin.
Independence. and Keith Griffin,
Atlanta, Ga.; nine grandchildren;
10 great-grandchildren; three greatgreat-grandchildren.

Services for Mrs. Ha Coltharp
were Sundaly at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Byrn Funeral Home,
Mayfield. Elder N. Glynn Coltharp
and Elder Gene Skaggs _officiated.
Pallbearers were Norm Coltharp.
Glynn Edward Coltharp, Robert
Coltharp, Brian Coltharp, Steven
Skiles and Alan Skilcs, greatgrandsons. Burial was in Highland
Park Cemetery. Mayfield.
Mrs Coltharp. 94. Rt. I. Farmington, died Thursday at 9 p.m.
at her home. She was the widow of
Edgar J. Coltharp and a member of
Reorganized Church of Jesus

•• •...6.• %Wirt %cr.' vs... tete-6er. 5, 112I
a. J.rv.
lin %/tie leper. larlualis
komp.1..

%urn

Cox, Phil McCallon and Rob
McCallon.
Burial wasm Goshen Cemetery.
Mrs. Beach, 86, of Rt. 2. Murray, Kirksey community, died Friday at 10 a.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital She was the
widow of Orvin Beach.

Final rites for Mrs. Joyce Beach
were Sunday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home. The Rev. Bob Dotson officiated. Music was by Stehanie
Hays and Janice Hays.
Pallbearers were Don Paschall,
Rudy Lovett. Marlin Pierce. Allen

Tenn.; five stepsons. Jimmy Ray-met, Chattanooga. Tenn., Gene Ramer.' Memphis, J.D.- Rayner, Morriston, Mo., and Larry Raymer and
Chuck Rayner, Pans.
Also surviving arc four sisters.
Mrs. Myrtle Davis, Knoxville,
Tenn., Mrs. Dorothy Morrison. Piasa, Ill., Mrs. Edna Wallace, Waterford, Mich.. and Mrs. Joy Farmer.
Mt. Clemens. Mich.; four brothers,
L.C. McKinney, Rt. 1, Hardin,
Robert McKinney and Gene
McKinney., Dexter, and Larry
McKinney, Rt. 1. Farmington; five
grandchildren; two greatgrandchildren.
Services will be Tuesday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of Miller Funeral
Home of Murray. The Rev. Glen
Gill will officiate. Burial will follow in Elm Grove Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 4 p.m. today (Monday).

Mrs. Colene Tabor Wells
Wilma Prescott. Murray', and Mrs.
Illa Dunn, Eddyvillc; five sons,
W.C.. Wells. Mayfield, Henry
Wells, Louisville, Leonard Wells
and James Wells, Lyon County.
and Raymond Wells, Eddyville.
two sisters, Mrs. Ruby Holloman.
Madison, Term., and Mrs. Ruth
Bozarth, d:troit, Mich.; two
brothers. Gilford Tabor, Paducah

The funeral for Mrs Coiene
Tabor -Wells is today at 1 p.m. in
the rh2pet of Morgan's Funeral_
Home. Eddyville. Burial will follow in Dickerson Cemetery, Land
Between the Lakes.
Mrs. Wells. 88, Eidyville, died
Saturday at 6 am. at Oakview
Manor Health Care Center. Calvert
City The widow of William A
We
was the daughter of the
late
A Tabor and Ilia Woo.faH
's are three daughters.
Murray. Benton. Mrs

The Murray High Speech Team
participated in the Vestavia Hills
Over the Mountain Classic Speech
Tournament on Feb. 22-21.
The tournament was held in VesLivia Hills. Ala. Murray High was
one of 35 schools from nine states
to participate:
Students placing individually for
the Murray team included: Daniel
Cohen. second. John Daily. fifth in
prose/poetry interpretation; Andy

Murray firemen
respond to calls
The Murray Fire Department
responded to many calls over the
weekend, according to a department spokesman.
Firemen responded to an alarm
activation at West Vicw Nursing
Home around 11:14 a.m. Friday.
The alarm was activated when a
resident smoked near a smoke
detector, according to the
spokesman.
Also Friday:. firemen were called
to the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital around 1:49 p.m., but the
fire was out upon arrival, according
to reports.
On Saturday. firemen responded
to a structure fire at 408 S. Sixth
Street around 8:46 p.m., were food
in an oven had caught fire. A fire
extinguisher was used to quelch the
flames and fans v,'ere used to clear
smoke from the home, according to
reports.
No damage was reported,
according to reports.
Another alarm activation at West
View- Nursing Home was
responded to Saturday around
10:08 p.m. 'after a resident was
smoking too near a smoke detector.

Vaughan. first, Cohen second in
humorous interpretation; Andrea
Rose, sixth in extemporaneous
speaking, Alison Ward, sixth in
original oratory; and Kelsey Christ-

opher was a quarter finalist in
Lincoln-Douglas Debate.
The team continues its season
with the Catholic Forensic League
District Tournament this weekend.

To help you
select a new or
better used car
or truck see...

Charles Jenkins
Before the Need Arises. .

Keith York, Kelvin York and James Coleman

EXERCISE
Does Your Heart Good

Ask Us About
Forethought® Funeral Planning

ip American Heart Association

COMPLETE FUNERAL ARRANGEMENTS

NOTICE
WE HAUL WHITE COLDWATER
GRAVEL AND DIRT

K&K STUMP REMOVAL
Mechanically Removed
24" Deep Free Estimates

Treated Cross Ties
435-4343 Bob Kemp
435-4319

Or
Bob Kemp Jr.

Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home, Inc.
Efficient, Dedicated Service - Modern Facilitit713 South Fourth St.

and Mark Tabor, Etowah, Tenn
13 grandchildren; several greatgrandchildren; one great-great
grandchild.
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21/4 oz. Bag Chips
and a 16 oz. Fountain Drink

•

DELIVERY SPECIAL
Buy any Large Pizza,
Get 2nd Large Pizza
for Only

HIWARD
- LYONS
„est
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----"COUPON

.1M

1.1•1 1=11,

Seven Seas
Holy. 641 N

I

Murray

Mon.-Wed. Specials

Whitefish Fillet $3.79
Chopped Steak $3.79
Grilled Chicken $3.79
With slaw roils or hushpupfros
choice of potato

$2"

1r

PICK-UP SPECIAL
Buy Any Large Pizza, Get
a Medium Pizza

int.estrnent

,e

Jr., to I

with any other
2 28-91 Original
items Delivery only

Only

990

*Coupon not good with any other
special through 228-91. Original
crust up to 10 items Pick-up only

Chestnut Street
Murray

--3--.-.0044,09wwww81111140100000144800"4....—
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753-6656
• 4.

.753-6800

